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IN 1914 GERMANY, with 65 million inhabitants 
and an area of 20,871,408 square miles, dominated
Central Europe. It was technically a federation of 

four kingdoms – Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony and
Württemberg and 21 minor states. These latter 
comprised five grand duchies – Baden, Hesse,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Mecklenburg-Strelitz and
Oldenburg; two duchies – Anhalt and Brunswick; three
principalities – Lippe, Schaumberg-Lippe and Waldeck;
and three ‘free cities’ Bremen, Hamburg and Lübeck.
Finally, eight minor states – the Grand Duchy of 
Saxe-Weimar; Duchies of Saxe-Altenburg and Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha; and the principalities of Reuß Senior
Line, Reuß Junior Line, Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt and
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen – were collectively
described as Thuringia. The eastern French provinces
of Alsace and Lorraine were annexed by Germany in
1871 as an ‘imperial territory’. Prussian dominance of
Germany was guaranteed by the appointment of the
King of Prussia, Wilhelm II, as German Emperor
(Deutscher Kaiser).

Army High Command
The German Armed Forces comprised the German
Army (Deutsches Heer) including the Air Corps 
and the Imperial Navy (Kaiserliche Marine), with the
Imperial Defence Troops (Kaiserliche Schutztruppen)
defending the colonies. 

In July 1914 the German Army comprised 840,000
men, the largest continental European army after that
of Imperial Russia. It was a federal force, comprising
the armies of the four kingdoms, their sizes officially
regulated according to their percentage population
share. The Prussian Army, which also included the
smaller states, had 655,200 men (78 per cent of 
the German Army), the Bavarian Army, 92,400 (11 
per cent); the Saxon Army, 58,800 (7 per cent); and
the Württemberg Army, 33,600 (4 per cent). Each
kingdom had its own ministry of war, general staff, and
military units; but Prussia dominated, supplying 
the pre-war Great General Staff (Großer Generalstab)
and integrating all units except the Bavarians into 
its battle order. 3

THE GERMAN ARMY IN WORLD WAR I
(1) 1914–15 

As head of state Wilhelm II was Supreme
Commander (Oberster Kriegsherr) of the German
Army. This vain and foolish man attempted to overrule
his generals, but they usually subverted his militarily
inept decisions. On 2 August 1914 he ordered 
general mobilisation and the formation of a General
Headquarters (GHQ – Großes Hauptquartier) to direct
the war, comprising the Kaiser’s personal staff, the 
Field Army General Staff (formerly Great General
Staff), specialist officers, military officials, transport 
personnel and guards. It was based initially in 
Berlin; from 17 August 1914, in Koblenz; 30 August,
Luxembourg; 4 September, Charleville-Mézières, 
north-eastern France; and 9 May 1915, Pleß 
(Pszczyna, Poland). 

The GHQ, also called the Supreme Command
(Oberste Heeresleitung – OHL) was headed by 
the Chief of the Field Army General Staff, GenObst
Helmuth von Moltke the Younger. On 14 September
1914 Moltke was temporarily (from 3 November,
permanently) replaced by GenLt (later Gen d.Inf)
Erich von Falkenhayn. Moltke was assisted by a
Quartermaster-General, who supervised Army rear
areas – from 2 August 1914 GenLt Hermann von 
Stein; September, GenMaj (later GenLt) Werner 
von Voigts-Rhetz; November, GenMaj Adolf Wild 
von Hohenborn, and January 1915, GenLt Hugo
Freiherr (Baron) von Freytag-Loringhoven.

Recruitment
Male military service lasted 29 years, from age 17 to 45.
Recruits progressed through five categories: from 17 to
20, the Landsturm (Home Guard); from 21 to 22, half
of the recruits to the Stehendes Heer (Standing Army),
the rest to the Ersatzreserve (Supplementary Reserve);
from 23 to 27, the Reserve (Reserve); from 28 to 38, 
the Landwehr (Territorial Army); and from 39 to 45,
back to the Landsturm. 

On general mobilisation this progression was sus-
pended; all men aged 17-22 (and Ersatz reservists aged
21-22) joined the Standing Army. Thereafter, according
to age, men joined the Reserve for front line service 
or the Landwehr for service in rear areas. On 15 August
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1914 the semi-independent Landsturm was called out
and personnel were retained beyond age 45 for the
duration of the war. 

Branches of the Army
Most Army units traced their lineage back to the
Prussian Army as reconstituted on 7 September 1808.
The German Army jealously preserved its traditions 
with complex uniform distinctions and regimental titles,
many of which incorporated the name of a German or
foreign aristocrat serving as the colonel-in-chief. 

There were infantry, cavalry, artillery, engineers, 
communications, medical and veterinary corps and 
miscellaneous units. Most branches had Standing Army,
Reserve, Landwehr, Landsturm and Ersatz (depot) units.
The Prussian Guards formed the Army’s élite troops, and
most branches were represented in the four Guards
Divisions formed before September 1915. It is important4

to note that the term Abteilung denoted a full sized 
field artillery battalion, but company-sized machine gun
(MG), mortar, signals and air corps battalions.

Line Infantry (Infanterie) remained the decisive
branch on the battlefield, with the Light Infantry (Jäger),
Rifle (Schützen) and Machine Gun (Maschinengewehr –
MG) battalions functioning as élite infantry. The
mounted Cavalry (Kavallerie) was largely forced to
redeploy as infantry. Prussian Cuirassiers (Kürassiere),
including Lifeguards (Gardes du Corps) and Schwere
Reiter, constituted the heavy cavalry, intended for
offensive operations, while Dragoons (Dragoner) fought
as mounted infantry – travelling on horseback but
fighting on foot. The Light Cavalry comprised Lancers
(Ulanen) for reconnaissance, infantry protection and
deep penetration skirmishing, and Light Horse (Jäger zu
Pferde or Chevaulegers) for skirmishing and mounted
liaison duties. 

Artillery comprised divisional Field Artillery
(Feldartillere), Heavy (called ‘Foot Artillery’ –
Fußartillerie) manning heavy siege-guns, and Mountain
Artillery (Gebirgsartillerie). The Engineers (Pioniere)
developed into a key offensive arm, providing Heavy
(schwere Minenwerfer), Medium (Minenwerfer), Light
(leichte Minenwerfer) and Mountain (Gebirgsminen-
werfer) Mortar Companies for trench warfare.

Communications Troops (Verkehrstruppen) 
comprised Railway Troops (Eisenbahntruppen),
operating military rail transport; Signals (Telegrafen- 
or Fernsprechtruppen); Air Corps (Fliegertruppe) 
with company-sized airship units (Luftschiff-Trupps)
and static balloon (Feldluftschiffer) and Flying
(Feldflieger) battalions; Motor Transport (Kraft-
fahrtruppen); and Supply Corps (Train) with 
company-sized corps Supply (Proviant) and horse
transport (Fuhrpark) columns. The Medical Corps
deployed unit medical officers (Sanitätsoffiziere),
medical (Sanitäts) companies and field hospitals
(Feldlazarette); and the Veterinary Corps provided 
unit veterinary officers (Veterinäroffiziere), and ran
horse hospitals (Pferde-Lazarette).

Miscellaneous units included Labour (Arbeiter, later
Armierungs) Battalions, formed to dig earthworks 
for the forts. Military Police (Feldgendarmerie)
supervised troops in rear areas and the civilian 
population in occupied territories. 

State and Corps organisation
On 29 June 1912 the German Army was organised into
25 corps recruiting from 22 locally-recruited Corps
Districts (1-14, 17-21; 1-3 Bavarian), with the Guards
Corps recruiting from Prussia and Alsace-Lorraine, and
the 15th (Alsace) and 16th (Western Lorraine)
Districts recruiting nationally. There were 19 Prussian
corps: Guards, 1-9, 14-18, 20-21; three Bavarian – 1-3
Bavarian; two Saxon – 12, 19; and one Württemberg –
13. Each corps comprised two infantry divisions,

Generaloberst Helmuth von Moltke the Younger (1848–1916),
Chief of the General Staff 1906–14, wearing a general
officers’ uniform in 1914. This comprises the M1910 
peaked field cap; M1903 undress tunic Litewka with red
collar patches and gold buttons. The general’s shoulder
boards with visible red underlay and gold-plated crowned
‘WR’ cipher identify him as one of 25 Adjutants-General.
Having failed to bring about and win a decisive battle on 
the Western Front, Moltke was dismissed in Sept 1914, 
dying of a stroke in June 1916. (Friedrich Herrmann
Memorial Collection)
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usually numbered sequentially, totalling 50 divisions
(1st-2nd Guards, 1st-42nd, 1st-6th Bavarian), with the
Guards Corps containing the Guards Cavalry Division.
The corps were grouped into eight Army Districts (1.-8.
Armee Inspektionen).

Minor states contributed units to the Prussian 
Army. Baden provided most of 14th Corps with 10
infantry regiments (109-114, 142, 169, 170); 2 dragoon
regts (21-22); 5 field artillery regts (14, 30, 50, 66, 76),
14th Heavy Artillery Regt, Engineer Bn and Supply
Battalion. Hesse deployed the 25th Inf Div with 5
infantry regts (115-118, 168); 2 dragoon regts (23-24); 2
field artillery regts (25, 61) and 18th Supply Battalion.
Mecklenburg-Schwerin had 2 infantry bns (I/ & III/89)
and a regt (90); 2 dragoon regts (17-18), and 60th Field
Artillery Regiment. Mecklenburg-Strelitz had II/89 Inf
Bn, 14th Light Inf Bn and 3/24 Field Artillery Battery.
Oldenburg provided 91st Inf Regt, 19th Dragoon Regt
and two field artillery batteries (2/62, 3/62). Brunswick
provided 92nd Inf Regt, 17th Hussar Regt and 
2/46 Field Artillery Battery. Five minor states each
provided an infantry regiment: Hamburg (76), Anhalt 
(93), Saxe-Weimar (94), Saxe-Coburg-Gotha & Saxe-
Meiningen (95). Three more provided two infantry
battalions: Bremen (I/ & II/75), Lübeck (I/ & II/162)
and Saxe-Altenburg (I/ & II/153). Five provided one
infantry battalion each: Lippe (III/55), Schwarzburg-
Sondershausen (I/71), Waldeck (III/83), Reuß 
(II/96) and Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt (III/96); and
Schaumburg-Lippe, the 7th Light Infantry Battalion.

The German Empire comprised five significant
minorities, all liable for military service. Thus there were
Lithuanians in 1st Corps District; Poles in 5th–8th;
Danes in 9th; Serbs in 12th; and Alsace-Lorraine French
in 14th-16th and 21st. Jews served throughout the Army
and could become general officers.

Army expansion
On 2 August 1914 the 25 peacetime corps were
expanded to wartime strength, a 3rd Guards Division
added, and existing line cavalry regiments grouped
into 10 cavalry divisions (1-9, plus Bavarian). During
August recruits, reservists and volunteers massing at the
corps depots were organised into 14 Reserve Corps
(Guards, 1, 3-10, 12, 14, 18, 1 Bavarian), with 28
Reserve Divisions (1, 2 Guards; 1, 5-7, 9-19, 21-26, 28,
30, 36; 1, 5 Bavarian) and 3 independent Reserve
Divisions (3, 33, 35). There was also the Landwehr
Corps with two divisions (3, 4) and two independent
Landwehr divisions (1, 2); and 6 Ersatz (Depot)
Divisions (Guards, 4, 8, 10, 19, 1 Bavarian). The 11
cavalry divisions were organised into four ‘corps’
(without a Corps HQ or HQ troops) each designated a
‘Cavalry Command’ (1-4 Höherer Kavallerie-
Kommandeur – HKK). 

Within a year 15 more corps were formed: in mid-
August 1914 the Depot Corps (Ersatzkorps) with two 5

Ersatz divisions (Guards, 4); in September, Eberhardt
(later 15th Reserve) with 30th and 39th (Bavarian)
Divisions; in October, six reserve corps (22-27), with 
12 ‘1st Wave’ (1.Rate) reserve divisions (43-54); in
November 1914, the Zastrow Corps (later 17th Reserve);
in January 1915, five reserve corps (38-41, 2 Bavarian)
with ten ‘2nd Wave’ reserve divisions (75-82; 8 Bavarian,
also 6 ‘1st Wave’ Bavarian); and in August 1915, Gruppe
Mitau (later 60th Special Corps – Korps zur besonderen
Verwendung). Meanwhile four corps were re- 
deployed (2, 20, Guards Reserve, Ersatzkorps). Thirty 
independent divisions were also formed March-April
1915: 20 Infantry (4 Guards, 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 101, 103,
105, 107-109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 121, 123; 10, 11
Bavarian); and ten Landwehr (7-10, 12-15; 1, 6
Bavarian). A further ten temporary behelfsmäßig divisions
were formed August–November 1914 from eastern
German garrisons, and in 1915 redesignated as
divisions: 83, 84, 86-89 Inf; 5, 11, 18 Landwehr. Finally,
the élite Alpenkorps (Alpine Corps) mountain division
was formed in May 1915 for the Italian Front, followed
by the last temporary division (Basedow) in July. Thus 
by September 1915, the Army totalled 51 corps and 
161 infantry divisions. 

Thirty-four strategically important or vulnerable
German towns were designated ‘fortresses’ (Festungen)

Erich von Falkenhayn (1861–1922), Chief of the General
Staff from Sept 1914 to Aug 1916, photographed as an
infantry colonel in 1907. He wears the M1903 officers’
Prussian-blue double-breasted frock coat with a red 
collar and gold-plated buttons. 
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FIELD ARMY ORGANISATION
On 2 August 1914 the bulk of the German Army 
was duly formed into eight field armies (1st-8th), but
these did not correspond to the pre-war army districts.
Seven (1st-7th) were deployed on the Western Front.
The 8th and 9th Armies (established September 1914)
formed on 1 November 1914 ‘Eastern Command’
(Oberost), reinforced in 1915 by five more armies: in
January, Süd (formerly 20 Corps)and 10th; 11th in
March, Bug in July, and 12th in August. There were 
also eight temporary armies: five designated as 
Armeeabteilung (AA) – Falkenhausen (Ersatzkorps),
Lauenstein (39 Reserve Corps), Scholtz (20 Corps),
Strantz (part of 5th Army) and Woyrsch (part of
Landwehr Corps); and three as Armeegruppe (AG) –
Beseler (part of 3 Reserve Corps), Gallwitz (Guards
Reserve Corps) and Gaede (14 Reserve Corps – later 
an AA).

On 25 November 1914 three Army Groups were
formed to control armies on the Western Front; 
from late January to 7 March 1915 these were 
reorganised into five ‘Groups’ (Gruppen). Later in
1915 four Army Groups were formed: on the Western
Front, Deutscher Kronprinz (1 August) with 5th 
Army, AA Falkenhausen, Gaede and Strantz; on the
Eastern Front, Mackensen/Kiew, later Linsingen (22
April) with Bug Army and 11th Army; Hindenburg 
(5 August), with 8th (Niemen), 10th & 12th Armies;
and Prinz Leopold von Bayern, later Woyrsch (5
August), with 9th Army and AA Woyrsch. 

Formation and unit organisation
An army group (Heeresgruppe) comprised a number
of armies with an Army HQ as Army Group HQ. In
August 1914 an army (Armee) comprised Army HQ,
Army HQ troops (1-2 engineer regts; 1-4 heavy artillery
bns (each 8-16 guns); 190-strong airship and 290-strong
signals bns); 3-6 corps, and independent divisions 
and Landwehr brigades. An Armeeabteilung operated 
independently with several corps but initially no HQ or
HQ troops; while an Armeegruppe was similarly
organised but subordinated to an Army HQ.

A corps (Armeekorps) initially comprised Corps HQ,
Corps HQ troops (1-2 engineer bns; 2 ammunition bns;
1,085-strong light inf bn; heavy artillery bn; signals ‘bn’,

A young NCO, probably an infantry Vizefeldwebel, marches
happily to war, Aug 1914. He wears the M1907 infantry
enlisted men’s field uniform with M1908 greatcoat, and
officer-style high leather gaiters. He has red regimental
numbers on the shoulder straps, red greatcoat collar
patches with NCO braid, and an M1910 officer-style peaked
field cap tucked into his belt. He carries senior NCOs’ field
equipment, including a P08 pistol and binoculars, but also
the M1909 rifle ammunition pouches. Traditionally troops
leaving for the front wore flowers and branches in their
helmets as good luck tokens from their loved ones. 

and ringed with concrete forts and defensive lines.
There were five vulnerable fortresses on the Western
Front in Alsace-Lorraine: Bitsch (Bitche), Diedenhofen
(Thionville), Metz, Neu-Breissach (Neuf-Brisach), and
Straßburg (Strasbourg). Eleven vulnerable fortresses on
the Eastern Front are now mostly in Poland: Boyen
(Bojanowo), Danzig (Gdansk), Glatz (Klodzko),
Glogau (Glogow), Graudenz (Grudziadz), Königsberg
(Kaliningrad, Russia), Memel (Klaipeda, Lithuania),
Neiße (Nysa), Pillau (Bielawa), Posen (Poznan) and
Thorn (Torun). The remaining 18 fortresses, safe in the
German interior, saw their garrisons transferred to the
front and replaced by Landsturm.

6
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100-strong air bn, 104- to 194-strong transport coy, 
12 field hospitals); 2 divisions and Landwehr. A reserve
corps (Reservekorps) had minimal HQ troops (2 ammu-
nition bns; 2 transport coys; signals bn), and two reserve
divisions. The Landwehr corps had an ammunition bn,
some transport coys and two Landwehr divisions.

The 17,000-strong infantry division (Division) 
comprised Divisional HQ, HQ troops (cavalry regt;
transport coy; 2 engineer coys; 2 medical coys – each 
315 men); 2 infantry brigades (each 2 inf regts); and
one field artillery bde (2 artillery regiments). Landwehr
and Ersatz divisions had fewer HQ troops. 

Each 3,287-strong infantry regiment (Regiment) had
a 53-man Regimental HQ, 99-man ‘13th’ MG coy 
(6x MG08 heavy MGs), and I-III Battalions each 1,079-
strong. Each infantry battalion (Bataillon) had four
companies numbered regimentally – 1-4, 5-8, 9-12. Each
245-strong company (Kompanie) had 1st–3rd Platoons;
each 77-strong platoon (Zug) had four sections
numbered within the company – 1-4, 5-8, 9-12; each 19-
strong section (Korporalschaft) had two sub-sections
(Gruppen), each comprising a lance-corporal and 8
privates. A 6-man machine gun team for the MG08 com-
prised a corporal commander, 1st gunner, 2nd assistant
gunner to carry ammunition, 3rd gunner to carry
ammunition and 4th and 5th gunners to drag the gun. 

The 1,368-strong field artillery regiment had I-II 
battalions, each 673-man battalion (Abteilung) with
three 149-strong batteries (numbered regimentally),
each Batterie with six guns (totalling 72 guns); and a
192-strong light ammunition column. A divisional
cavalry regiment had 724 or 538 men in either 4 or 3
squadrons, each sqn (Eskadron) having 167 men. An
MG ‘battalion’ had only 114 men, while an engineer
battalion had 1,080 in four 270-strong companies. 

The Landwehr division had no MG companies and
only one artillery battalion and engineer company. The
Ersatz division comprised HQ troops and 3 Ersatz
brigades, each with 4-5 battalions. The 5,238-strong
cavalry division had three cavalry brigades, each with
two cavalry regts (1 MG, 4 cavalry sqns); one horse
artillery bn (3 x 4-gun batteries); and a light infantry bn
(4 coys, 1 cyclist & 1 MG coy); its HQ troops comprised
a 114-man MG bn (6x MG08), a signals bn and a 34-
man engineer platoon.

Reduced establishments 
Huge losses on the Western Front in 1914 forced a
reduction in unit establishments. The eight ‘50-series’
infantry divisions formed March 1915 (50, 52, 54, 56, 58,
10 & 11 Bavarian, 4 Guards) introduced the ‘triangular’
infantry brigade, formed by reducing the infantry from
four to three regiments. Furthermore, the batteries of
the field artillery brigade were each reduced from six to
four guns, giving 48 guns rather than 72 per division.
These reductions were partially compensated for by
adding a two-battery heavy artillery battalion with 8

Famous photo of Leutnant Rackow of 158th Inf Regt 
(7th Lorraine), 13th Infantry Division. He wears the M1910
officers’ field uniform with M1896 braid waist belt, M1912
leather leggings and ankleboots. His subaltern’s field
equipment comprises the M1914 officers’ backpack, P08
pistol, binoculars, and M1889 Prussian infantry officers’
sword with M1896 knot. The 13th Division fought with 
2nd Army in Belgium, Artois, Champagne and Alsace. 

guns. The 12 ‘100-series’ divisions (101, 103, 105, 107-
109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 121, 123), 10 & 11 Bavarian 
and 4 Guards had the same reduced organisation but
only one 4-gun field heavy artillery battery. 

The Reserve divisions formed August 1914 often had
four 2-battalion infantry regiments, no MG companies,
one 2-battalion field artillery regiment (36 guns) and
one medical company. A 1st Wave Reserve division had 7
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a 3-bn field artillery regt, but still only 36 guns; while a
2nd Wave division had one 3-regt inf bde and one 2-regt
field artillery bde, each regt having two bns, each with
three 3-gun batteries totalling 36 guns. 

STRATEGY

In the 1860s, GFM Helmuth von Moltke the Elder 
had established the strategic principle of ‘decisive
manoeuvre’. Using the latest military technology such as
railways and the telegraph, and supported by the massive
firepower of artillery, mortars and machineguns, a large,
rapidly mobilised and well- trained infantry would

outflank the enemy main force, and then encircle it
before concentrating a powerful attack against its
weakest point. The enemy’s command structure would
then be systematically destroyed, forcing a military
collapse and surrender. This strategy was all the more
vital after June 1890, when the Kaiser’s inept foreign
policy had forced GenObst Alfred Graf (Earl) von
Schlieffen, Chief of the General Staff (1891–1905), to
plan for a ‘Two-Front War’ against the numerically
superior Russian and French armies. The Schlieffen
Plan of December 1905 committed 4 1/2 corps (almost
the entire German Army), with 16 corps grouped in the 
vital right wing, to advance across northern France and
hook south west of Paris, outflanking the French armies 
stationed on the Franco-German border, and forcing an
early French surrender after a predicted 42 days.

Concerned that the Plan would leave Alsace-
Lorraine, south-western Germany and East Prussia
virtually undefended and thus vulnerable to French
and Russian invasion, Schlieffen’s successor, Moltke 
the Younger, diverted 7 1/2 corps to defend these fronts.
Recognizing that Paris was too far, and the German
right wing too weak, to take the city in the 20 days
before Russian mobilization required the Army’s 
redeployment to defend eastern Germany, Moltke
decided that the right wing should turn south while 
still to the east of Paris and outflank the French Army 
in north-eastern France.

The Western Front
On 1 August 1914 the German invasion force, with
1,485,000 men in seven armies, assembled on the
western German frontier. The Right Wing (1st, 2nd
Armies) had 580,000 men in 11 corps; the Centre (3rd
Army) 180,000 in four corps; the Left Wing (4th, 5th
Armies) 380,000 in 11 corps; and the Delaying Force
(6th, 7th Armies), intended to defend Alsace-Lorraine,
345,000 men in eight corps. 

On the evening of 3 August, 1st Army (GenObst
Alexander von Kluck) advanced into Belgium, causing
Great Britain, a guarantor of Belgian neutrality, to
declare war. On 20 August, Kluck took Brussels, forcing
the British Expeditionary Force to retreat from Mons on
23 August and from Le Cateau, north-eastern France,
on the 26th. Meanwhile 2nd Army (Gen d.Inf Fritz von
Bülow) captured Liège fortress on 17 August, Charleroi

Although the Saxon Army was numbered in the Prussian
line, it preserved distinctive uniform features. This Saxon
Soldat is wearing the infantry enlisted men’s M1907
uniform with the ‘Saxon’ cuff, and infantry red piping
around the bottom of the skirt; it would also have 
rectangular one-button back flaps. He has rolled up 
his shoulder straps to conceal his regimental number,
which is also absent from his helmet cover. The M1895
backpack seems huge when the M1908 greatcoat and
M1892 shelter-quarter are strapped to it. (Friedrich
Herrmann Memorial Collection)8
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on 22 August and Namur fortress on 25 August. The 3rd
and 4th Armies (the 4th had occupied neutral
Luxembourg on 1 August) overran southern Belgium,
while the 5th, 6th and 7th Armies defended Alsace-
Lorraine. On 26 August, occupied Belgium was placed
under German military government as the ‘Belgian
Government-General’ (Generalgouvernement Belgien)
under GFM Kolmar Freiherr von der Goltz, replaced 
on 27 November 1914 by Gen d.Inf (later GenObst)
Freiherr Moritz von Bissing.

During the ‘Battle of the Frontiers’ (14–25 August)
the French Army, concentrated in eastern France,
followed German predictions by advancing cautiously
to the River Sambre in southern Belgium, but was
halted by the German 2nd Army, forcing the Franco-
British C-in-C, General Joffre, to order a retreat to avoid
encirclement. The Germans continued into north-
eastern France, capturing the fortified city of Lille on
27 August. Then Moltke detached three reserve corps:
3rd besieged Antwerp fortress, 4th garrisoned Brussels,
and 7th attacked Maubeuge fortress in north-eastern
France. Meanwhile French forces attacking into Alsace
on 7 August had by the 26th been forced back by
German 7th Army across the Vosges; they retained,
however, a 405-square-mile strip of south-western Alsace
until November 1918.

On 2 September the Right Wing duly wheeled
southwards, leading to the First Battle of the Marne
(5–10 September), when Franco-British and German
forces each failed to outflank the other on the
Champagne Front between Paris and the besieged
French fortress of Verdun. Inconclusive outflanking
manoeuvres on the River Ourcq, Deux Morins and
Marais St Gond led to the two decisive battles of
Revigny, near Verdun, when the French successfully
resisted sustained attacks by the German 4th, 5th and
6th Armies. By 10 September the six weeks allotted 
for victory on the Western Front had almost expired,
and the Germans retreated tactically 50 miles north,

forming a defensive line on the River Aisne, and 
successfully repelling Franco-British attacks at the First
Battle of the Aisne (15–18 September). Three corps
(Guards Reserve, 11, 21) were now released to reinforce
the expanding Eastern Front; but Moltke’s modified
Schlieffen Plan had failed to deliver a decisive victory,
and on 14 September he was replaced by the Minister of
War, GenLt Erich von Falkenhayn. Falkenhayn 
immediately counterattacked, with AA Strantz taking
the vital St Mihiel Salient (19–25 September), putting
further pressure on Verdun, and 5th Army’s 16 Corps
advanced through the ‘impenetrable’ Argonne forest
(20–22 September). 

To secure his flank and confront British rein-
forcements, on 18 September Falkenhayn redeployed his
2nd, 4th, 6th and 7th Armies and 4 HKK from 
the Champagne Front northwards towards the Channel
ports. Thus began the ‘Race to the Sea’, as Franco-British
and German forces each attempted to outflank the other
along the Artois Front from Soissons to the English
Channel. The race ended on 20 October at Nieuport, a
small enclave west of the River Yser in north-west Belgium
held by the Belgian Army, which on 10 October had 
surrendered the fortress city of Antwerp to AG Beseler. 

Meanwhile the Artois Front saw a series of battles
from 11 October to 30 November 1914, with Franco-
British forces successfully resisting further German
advances westwards at Messines (12 October–2
November), Armentières (13 October–2 November)
and Yser (16 October–30 November), when German 
4th Army (GenObst Albrecht Duke of Württemberg)
unsuccessfully attempted to advance along the Channel
coast. During the ferocious First Battle of Ypres (20
October–22 November) 4th Army launched a general
offensive against that town, losing 25,000 university
student and grammar school pupil volunteers in 26th
Reserve Corps while trying to take Langemarck village
from the British. French advances in the First Battle 
of Artois at Arras (14–24 December) were stopped by

Etatsmäßiger Feldwebel or
company sergeant major (centre
left – note cuff rings) hands out
pay to his company in north-
eastern France, Oct 1914. The
troops are wearing M1907 field
uniform but have taken off 
their field equipment during 
the stand-down. The Saxon (also
called ‘German’) cuffs identify
the men as part of a Saxon
regiment; the two NCOs – the
CSM and the Unteroffizier
section-commander behind 
him – wear M1910 officers’ 
field caps. Many of the men 
wear beards and most look tired, 
suggesting that they have been
marching for several weeks. 
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1st Army: 10GLB(12L,52L),11GLB(20L,35L),27GLB(53L,55L).
2 Corps: 3ID – 5B(2G,9G),6B(34F,42),3D; 4ID – 7B(14,149),8B(49,140),12D.> 7Army
3 Corps: 5ID – 9B(8G,48),10B(12G,52),3H; 6ID –11B(20,35F),12B(24,64),3H.
4 Corps: 7ID – 13B(26,66),14B(27,165),10H; 8ID – 15B(36F,93),16B(72,153),10H. > 6 Army
9 Corps: 17ID – 33B(75-6),34B(89G,90F),16D; 18ID – 35B(84,86F),36B(31,85),16D.
3 Res.Corps: 5RD – 9RB(8R,48R),10RB(12R,52R,3RJ),2RR; 6RD – 11RB(20R,24R),12RB(26R,35R),3RU.> 9 Army
4 Res.Corps: 7RD – 13RB(27R,36R),14RB(66R,72R,4RJ),1RS; 22RD – 43RB(71R,94R,11RJ),44RB(32R,82R),1RJP.
9 Res.Corps: 17RD – 81B(162-3),33RB(75-6R),6RH; 18RD – 34RB(31R,90R),35RB(84R,86R,9RJ),7RH.
2 Cav.Cmd: 2KD – 5KB(2D,3U),8KB(7K,12H),LHB(1-2H)GJ,GS; 4KD–3KB(2K,9U),17KB(17-8D),18KB(15-6H); 

9KD – 13KB (4K,8H),14KB(11H,5U0,19KB(19D,13U); 3,4,7,9,10JB. 

2nd Army: 25GLB(13L,16L),29GLB(28-9L).
Guards Corps: 1GD – 1GB(1GF,3GF),2GB(2GF,4GF),LGH; 2GD – 3GB(1GG,3GG),4GB(2GG,4GG),GU. > 9 Army > 6 Army
7 Corps: 13ID – 25B(13,158),26B(15,55),16U; 14ID – 27B(16,53),79B(56-7),16U.> 6 Army
10 Corps: 19ID – 37B(78,91),38B(73F,74),17H; 20ID – 39B(79,164),40B(77,92),17U. >7 Army
Guards Res.Corps: 1GRD – 1GRB(1GR,3GR),15RB(64R,93R),GRJ,GRD; 3GD -5GB(5GF,5GG),6GB(GFR,LIR),GRU. > 9 Army
7 Res.Corps: 13RD – 25RB(13R,56R),28 RB(39R,57R); 14RD – 27RB(16R,53R),28RB(39F,159),14RH. > 7 Army
10 Res.Corps: 2GRD – 26RB(15,55R),38RB(77,91R),2RU; 19RD – 37RB(73R,78R),39RB(74R,92R),6RD. > 7 Army

3rd Army: 47GLB(104L,106L).
11 Corps: 22ID – 43B(82-3),44B(32,167),6K; 38ID – 76B(71,95),83B(94,96),6K. > 9 Army
12 Corps: 23ID – 45B(100-1G),46B(108S,182),20H; 32ID – 63B(102-3),64B(177-8),18H. . > 2 Army, > 7 Army
19 Corps: 24ID – 47B(139,179),48B(106-7),18U; 40ID – 88B(104,181),89B(133-4),19H. > 6 Army
12 Res.Corps: 23RD – 45RB(100-1),46RB(102-3),SRU; 24RD – 47RB(105,106),SRU
1 Cav.Cmd: GKD – 1GKB(GC,GK),2GKB(1-3GU),3GKB(1-2GD); 5KD – 9KB(4D,10U),11KB(1K,8D),12KB(4,6H),11-13JB.

4th Army: 49GLB(116L,118L).
6 Corps: 11ID – 21B(10G,38F),22B(11G,51),11JP; 12ID – 24B(23,62),78B(63,157),2U. > 3 Army
8 Corps: 15ID – 29B(25,161),80B(65,160),8K; 16ID – 30B(28,68),31B(29,69),7H. > 3 Army
8 Res.Corps: 15RD – 30B(25R,69R),32B(17R,30R),5RU; 16RD – 29RB(29R,65R),31RB(28R,68R),2RS. > 3 Army
18 Corps: 21ID – 41B(87-8),42B(80F,81),6U; 25ID – 49B(115LG,116),50B(117LR,118),6D. > 2 Army
18 Res.Corps: 21RD – 41RB(80R,87R),42RB(81R,88R),7RD; 25RD – 49RB(116R,118R),50RB(83R,168),6RD. > 5 Army
22 Res.Corps: 43RD – 85RB(201-2R),86RB(203-4R),15RJ; 44RD – 87RB(205-6R),88RB(207-8R),16RJ,44RKA.
23 Res.Corps: 45RD – 89RB(209-10R),90RB(211-2R),17RJ,45RKA; 46RD – 91RB(213-4R),92RB(215-6R),18RJ,46RKA.
26 Res.Corps: 51RD – 101RB(233-4R),102RB(235-6R),23RJ,51RKA; 52RD – 103RB(237-8R),104RB(239-40R),24RJ,52RKA.
27 Res.Corps: 53RD – 105RB(241-2R),106RB(243-4R),25RJ,53RKA; 54RD – 108RB(84,27R,90R).
4 Cav.Cmd: 3KD – 6KB(7,8JP),22KB(5D,14H),25KB(23-4D),6JB; 6KD–28KB(20-1D),33KB(9,13D),45KB(13H13JP),5JB

5th Army: 13GLB(26-7L)
5 Corps: 9ID – 17B(19,58),18B(7G,154),1U; 10ID – 19B(6G,46),20B(47,50),1JP.
13 Corps: 26ID – 51B(119G,125),52B(121,122F),20RU; 27ID – 53B(123G,124),54B(120,127); 19U.
16 Corps: 33ID – 66B(98,130),67B(135,144),12JP; 34ID – 68B(67,145),86B(30,173); 14U.
5 Res.Corps: 9RD – 17RB(6-7R),19RB(19R,5RJ),3RD; 10RD – 18RB(37,46R),77B(37F,155),6RU.
6 Res.Corps: 11RD – 21RB(10-11R),23RB(22,156),4RH; 12RD – 22RB(23R,38R),23RB(22R,51R); 4RU.
2 LW Cmd: 43GLB(32L,83L),45GLB(100L,102L),53GLB(124-5L),9BGL(6-7BL).

6th Army: 5BGL(4-5BL).
21 Corps: 31ID – 32B(70,174),62B(60,137,166),7U; 42ID – 59B(97,138),65B(17,131),7D. > 2 Army, > 10 Army
24 Res.Corps: 47RD – 93RB(217-8R),94RB(219-20R),19RJ,47RKA; 48RD – 95RB(221-2R),96RB(223-4),20RJ,48RKA. > Bug
1 (Bav) Corps: 1BD – 1BB(IL,1Ba),2BB(2Ba,16Ba),8C; 2BD – 3BB(3Ba,20Ba),4BB(12Ba,15Ba),4C. > 2 Army
2 (Bav) Corps: 3BD – 5BB(22-3Ba),6BB(17-8Ba),3C; 4BD – 7BB(5Ba,9Ba),5RB(5BR,8BR); 5C.
3 (Bav) Corps ; 5BD – 9BB(14Ba,21Ba),10BB(7Ba,19Ba),7C; 6BD – 11BB(10Ba,13Ba),12BB(6Ba,11Ba); 2C. > 5 Army
1 (Bav) Res.Cps: 1BRD –1BRB(1-2BR),2BRB(3BR,12BR),1RK; 9BRD-BRB(6,7BR),11BRB(10,13BR); 5BRK.
3 Cav.Cmd: 7KD–26KB(25-6D),30KB(15D,9H),42KB(11,15U);8KD–23KB(1SR,17U),38KB(2,6JP);

BKD – 1BKB(1,2BS),4BKB(1-2BU),5BKB(1,6C), 1,2BJ. 

7th Army: 55GLB(40L,109L),60GLB(60L,99L),1BGL(1-2BL),2BGL(3BL,12BL). > 11 Army
14 Corps: 28ID – 55B(109LGR,110G),56B(40F,111),5JP; 29ID – 57B(113-4),58B(112,142), 84B(169-70):22D. > 6 Army
15 Corps: 30ID – 60B(99,143),85B(105,136),3JP; 39ID – 61B(126,132),82B(171-2); 14D. > 4 Army
14 Res.Corps: 26RD – 51RB(121R,180),52RB(119,120),WRD; 28RD – 55RB(40R,109,8RJ); 8RD. > 6 Army > 2 Army
15 Res.Corps: 30BRD – 84LB(70R),5BEB(7,8BRB),10BRB(11,14BR),9RU; 39BRD – 8JB; 1BEB(1,3BE),52LB (80-1L,29E).

Table 2: German Battle Order on the Western Front 
2 August 1914 – 20 September 1915
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8th Army; 3RD – 5RB(2R,9R),6RB(34R,49R)5RD; 2GLB(4L,33L),6GLB(34L,49L),70GLB(5L,18L). 
1 Corps: 1ID – 1B(1G,41),2B(3G,43),8U; 2ID – 3B(4G,44),4B(33F,45),10JP. 

17 Corps: 35ID – 70B(21,61),87B(141,176),4JP; 36ID – 69B(129,175),71B(5G,128),5H. > 2 Army
20 Corps: 37ID – 73B(147,151),75B(146,150),11D; 41ID – 72B(18,59),74B(148,152),10D. > 9 Army
1 Res.Corps: 1RD – 1RB(1R,3R),72RB(18R,59R,1RJ),1RU; 36RD – 69RB(21R,61R,2RJ),70RB(54,5R),1RH. > 9 Army

25 Res.Corps: 49RD – 97RB(225-6R),98RB(227-8R),27RJ,49RKA; 50RD–99RB(229-30R),100RB(231-2R),22RJ,50RKA > 9 Army 
40 Res.Corps: 79RD – 79RB(261-3R),79RKA; 80RD – 80RB(264-6R),80BKA. 
LW Corps: 1LW Cmd – 33GLB(75-6L),34GLB(31L,84L),37GLB(73-4L),38GLB(77-8L); 3LW Cmd – 17LB(6-7L),18LB(37L,46L); 

4 LW Cmd – 22LB(11L,51L),23LB(22-3L).
9 Army 
3 Res.Corps (< 1 Army); Gds Res.Corps (< 2 Army); 11 Corps (< 3 Army); 20 Corps,1 Res.Corps, 25 Res.Corps (< 8 Army).

10 Army 
21 Corps (< 2 Army). 3RD – 5RB(2,9R),6RB(34R,49R),2RD; 5RD (< 1 Army). 
38 Res.Corps: 75RD – 75RB(249-51R),75BKA; 76RD – 76RB(252-4R),76BKA. 
39 Res.Corps: 77RD – 77RB(255-7R),77BKA; 78RD – 78RB(258-60R),78BKA. 
11 Army 
Guards Corps (< 6 Army); 10 Corps (< 7 Army)
41 Res. Corps: 81RD – 81RB(267-9R),81RKA; 82RD – 82RB(60,270-2R),82BKA. 
8BRD – 15BRB(18-9Ba),16BRB(16Ba,23Ba),8BRKA.
12 Army  
4GD – (5GF,5G,93R).
Südarmee 
20 Corps (< 9 Army);  24 Res.Corps (< 6 Army); 3GD (< 11 Army); 4ID (< 1 Army); 1 ID (< 8 Army); 5 KD (< 3 Army).
Bugarmee: 41 Res.Cps: 81RD–81RB(267-9R),81RKA; 82RD–82RB(60,270-1R),82RKA; 107ID–213B(52R,227R,232R); 

11BD–3BB(3Ba,22Ba,13BR).          

KEY TO TABLES 2 & 3
– Line Infantry Regt. (Infanterie)

B Infantry Brigade (Infanterie)
Ba Bavarian Infantry Regt. (Bayerische Infanterie)
BB Bavarian Infantry Brig. (Bayerische Infanterie)
BD Bavarian Infantry Div. (Bayerische Infanterie)
BE Bavarian Depot Infantry Regt. (Bayerischer Ersatz)
BEB Bavarian Depot Brig. (Bayerischer Ersatz)
BGL Bav. Mixed Territorial Brig. (Bayerische Landwehr) 
BJ Bavarian Light Infantry Bn. (Bayerische Jäger)
BKB Bavarian Cavalry Brig. (Bayerische Kavallerie)
BKD Bavarian Cavalry Div. (Bayerische Kavallerie)
BL Bavarian Territorial Brig.(Bayerische Landwehr)
BR Bavarian Reserve Regt.(Bayerische Reserve)
BRB Bavarian Reserve Brig. (Bayerische Reserve)
BRD Bavarian Reserve Infantry Div. (Bayerische Reserve)
BRK Bav. Reserve Cav. Regt.(Bayer. Reserve-Kavallerie)
BU Bavarian Lancer Regt. (Bayerische Ulanen) 
C Bavarian Light Cavalry Regt.(Chevaulegers)
D Dragoon Regt. (Dragoner)
E Depot Infantry Regt. (Ersatz)
F Fusilier Regt. (Füsiler)
G Grenadier Regt.(Grenadier)
GB Guards Infantry Brig. (Garde-Infanterie)
GC Life Guard Cavalry Regt. (Garde du Corps)
GD Guards Infantry Div. (Gardedivision)
GF Foot Guards Regt. (Garde-Regiment zu Fuß)
GFR Fusilier Guards Regt. (Garde-Füsiler)
GG Guards Grenadier Regt.(Garde-Grenadier)
GJ Light Infantry Guards Bn. (Garde-Jäger)
GK Guards Cuirassier Regt.(Garde-Kürassier)
GKB Guards Cavalry Brig. (Garde-Kavallerie)
GKD Guards Cavalry Div.(Garde-Kavallerie)
GR Guards Dragoons Regt. (Garde-Dragoner)
GRB Guards Reserve Inf.Brig. (Garde-Reserve-Infanterie)
GRD Guards Res.Inf.Div.(Gardereserve)
GRG Guards Res.Dragoon Regt.(Garde-Reserve-Dragoner)
GRJ Guards Reserve Light Inf. Bn. (Garde-Reserve-Jäger)

GRU Guards Reserve Lancer Regt. (Garde-Reserve-Uhlanen)
GU Guards Lancer Regt. (Garde-Uhlanen)
H Hussar Regt. (Husaren)
ID Infantry Division (Division)
JB Light Infantry Battalion (Jäger)
JP Light Cavalry Regt.(Jäger zu Pferde)
K Cuirassier Regt. (Kürassier)
KB Cavalry Brigade (Kavallerie)
KD Cavalry Division (Kavallerie)
IL Bavarian Life-Guard Regt. (Infanterie-Leib)
L Territorial Infantry Regt.(Landwehr-Infanterie)
LB Territorial Infantry Brig.(Landwehr-Infanterie)
LG Life-Guard Regt. (Leibgarde)
LGR Life-Grenadier Regt.(Leib-Grenadier)
LH Life-Guard Hussar Regt. (Leib-Garde Husaren)
LHB Life-Guard Hussar Brig. (Leib-Garde-Husaren)
LIR Infantry Instruction Regt. (Infanterie-Lehr)
LR Bavarian Infantry Lifeguard Regt. (Infanterie-Leib)
R Reserve Infantry Regt.(Reserve-Infanterie)
RB Reserve Infantry Brig.(Reserve-Infanterie)
RD Reserve Infantry Div. (Reservedivision)
RH Reserve Hussar Regt. (Reserve-Husaren)
RJ Reserve Light Infantry Bn. (Reserve-Jäger)
RJP Reserve Light Cavalry Regt. (Reserve-Jäger zu Pferde)
RK Reserve Cavalry Regt. (Reserve-Kavallerie).
RKA Reserve Cavalry Bn. (Reserve-Kavallerie)
RR Reserve Dragoon Regt. (Reserve-Dragoner)
RS Reserve Heavy Cavalry Regt. (Reserve-Schwere-Reiter)
RU Reserve Lancer Regt. (Reserve-Ulanen)
S Rifle Regt. (Schützen) 
SB Bavarian Heavy Cavalry Regt. (Schwere Reiter) 
SS Saxon Heavy Cavalry Regt. (Schwere Reiter) 
SRH Saxon Reserve Hussar Regt. (Reserve-Husaren)
SRU Saxon Reserve Lancer Regt. (Reserve-Ulanen)
U Lancer Regt. (Ulanen)
WRD Württemberg Res. Dragoon Regt.(Reserve-Dragoner)
GRU Infantry Instruction Regt. (Infanterie-Lehr)
H Bavarian Infantry Lifeguard Regt. (Infanterie-Leib)

Table 3: German Battle Order on the Eastern Front 
2 August 1914 – 20 September 1915
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German 2nd Army. By December 1914, German casu-
alties were 200,000 dead or missing against more than
570,000 Entente (Allied) casualties. Thereafter the
Western Front settled into a 31⁄2 -year stalemate along
opposing trench systems stretching 475 miles from the
English Channel to the Swiss border and covering three
fronts. The German 4th, 6th, 2nd and 1st Armies
defended the 185-mile Artois Front (Nieuport to
Soissons) against the Belgian Army and Franco-British
Northern Army Group; the 7th and 3rd Armies
defended the 130-mile Champagne Front (Soissons–
Verdun), including the Argonne Forest, against the
French Central Army Group; finally, the 5th Army 
and AA Strantz, Falkenhausen and Gaede defended the
160-mile Vosges Front (Verdun–Bonfol) against the
French Eastern Army Group. 

During 1915 both sides attempted unsuccessfully to
break the stalemate. In Artois the German 6th Army
(GenObst Rupprecht, Crown Prince of Bavaria) fought
British and Indian forces at Neuve Chapelle (10–13

March); and the 4th Army (GenObst Albrecht, Duke 
of Württemberg) fought British, Canadian and French
forces at the Second Battle of Ypres (22 April–25 May),
deploying poison gas for the first time on the Western
Front. Meanwhile the 2nd Army (GFM Karl von Bülow)
fought the French in the Second Battle of Artois at 
Vimy Ridge (16 May–30 June). On the Champagne
Front, Joffre launched an unsuccessful general offensive
in the First Battle of Champagne (20 December
1914–14 March 1915), the principal engagements being
at Woëvre (6–15 April) and Argonne (26 June–4 July),
both against the German 5th Army (GenMaj Crown
Prince Wilhelm of Prussia). On the Vosges Front in
Alsace (19 January–12 October 1915) Landwehr units 
of AA Gaede held Hartmannswillerkopf (le Vieil
Armand) and Lingekopf (le Linge) against sustained
attacks by élite French mountain infantry.

The Eastern Front
1

The German 8th Army, based in East Prussia under
GenObst Max von Prittwitz, was required to hold the
Eastern Front for 40 days from 1 August 1914, until the
victorious Western Front armies could arrive on 
9 September. On 15 August the Russian 1st Army (Gen
Rennenkampf) and 2nd Army (Gen Samsonov) invaded
East Prussia. Prittwitz repelled the Russians on 17
August at Stallüponen (Nesterow, Russia) but was
defeated at Gumbinnen (Gussev, Russia) on 20 August.
Now Gen d.Inf Paul von Hindenburg replaced Prittwitz,
with GenMaj Erich Ludendorff as his deputy and chief
of operations. Against Ludendorff’s orders, 1st Corps
commander Gen d.Inf Hermann von François out-
flanked Russian 2nd Army, allowing Ludendorff to
smash it at the Battle of Tannenberg (23–31 August),
followed by Russian 1st Army at the Battle of the
Masurian Lakes (5–13 September), and 10th Army at
Niemen (26–28 September) and Augustow (1–9
October). East Prussia was saved from invasion and the
Germans gained a strategic initiative that they had lost
in the West. 

Eastern Front operations were co-ordinated by
Hindenburg, and on 1 November (now GenObst) he
was confirmed as Commander Oberost, with
Ludendorff as deputy. Following the Austro-Hungarian
Army collapse against the Russians in Eastern Galicia
(north-west Ukraine), 23 August–1 September, the
German 9th Army was formed 19 September at Breslau
(Wroclaw, Poland)2. On 28 September it advanced into
Russian Poland towards Warsaw with Austro-Hungarian
support, only to withdraw on 17 October south of Thorn
(Torun, Poland). Then on 11 November German 
9th Army resumed the offensive into Poland, occupying
Lodz on 6 December, while German 47th Inf Div 
participated in the decisive Austro-Hungarian victory 
at Limanowa, near Kraków (1–31 December).

Infantrymen of the 2nd Grenadier Guards Regt ‘Emperor
Franz’, 2nd Guards Division, Aug 1914. Note M1907
enlisted men’s field uniform with plain Guards helmet
covers, double white collar braids and cuff braids. 
The soldier at left has a flower tucked into his tunic. 
2nd Guards Division fought mainly on the Western 
Front with the Guards Corps. 

1 See MAA 364, The Russian Army 1914–18
2 See MAA 392, The Austro-Hungarian Forces in World War I, (1) 1914–16
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From 7 to 22 February 1915 German 8th Army and
10th Army (formed 1 January 1915) defeated Russian
10th Army at the Second (‘Winter’) Battle of the
Masurian Lakes, liberating all East Prussia. On 2 May the
Germans launched a general offensive against Russia
along the entire Eastern Front. The charismatic cavalry
general GenObst August von Mackensen led his
‘Mackensen Army Group’ (11th Army, formed 9 March
1915), Südarmee (Southern Army, formed 11 January
1915), Bugarmee (River Bug Army, formed 8 July 
1915) and five Austro-Hungarian armies through
Galicia into northern Ukraine and southern Belarus,
taking Pinsk on 7 September. German 9th Army and
12th Army (formed 7 August) advanced into Poland,
taking Warsaw on 5 August before continuing into
Belarus. On 24 August German-occupied Russian
Poland was redesignated ‘Warsaw Government-General’
(General- gouvernement Warschau). Meanwhile 8th
Army (redesignated on 26 May 1915 ‘River Niemen
Army’) and 10th Army advanced from East Prussia as far
as Courland (southern Latvia). By 30 September 1915
the German-Austro-Hungarian armies had occupied
Poland, Lithuania, western Belarus and north-western
Ukraine, reaching a line from the River Dvina in Latvia
to Czernowitz (Cernovcy) in the Ukraine. In October
1915 the German-occupied region of Lithuania,
Courland, north-eastern Poland and north-western
Belarus was placed under the military control
(Militärverwaltung) of Oberost. 

Other fronts
On 3 May 1915, Italy formally renounced the German-
Italian-Austro-Hungarian Triple Alliance, and on 24
May declared war on Austro-Hungary. Meanwhile the
German Alpine Corps (mountain division) was formed
on 21 May in Bavaria, and deployed unofficially on the
Southern Tyrol front in Austria. German intervention
in the Balkans commenced 30 September 1915 and in
the Middle East in early 1916. These fronts will be
covered in the second and third volumes of this study.

UNIFORMS

Changes in uniform and equipment regulations were
usually first publicised by a Prussian ‘Supreme Cabinet
Order’ (AKO) issued by the Kaiser and published as 
a decree of the Prussian War Ministry. The Prussian
example was invariably followed a few months later
by orders from the kings of Bavaria, Saxony and
Württemberg and confirmed by the respective war 
ministries. This text will usually contain only the
Prussian AKO date.

As in all armies, there was a delay, ranging from
a few weeks to two years, in new items reaching 
individual units, remote garrisons or the Replacement
Army. Furthermore, individual soldiers often preferred

to retain obsolete items, especially if they were of 
sentimental value, of pre-war quality, or marked him
out as an experienced ‘old sweat’. 

Orders of Dress
In 1910 seven principal uniforms were prescribed 
for officers (see Table 4). Six of these – Formal
Ceremonial (Gesellschaftsanzug), Informal Ceremonial
(Galaanzug), Parade (Paradeanzug), Walking-Out
(Straßenanzug), Service (Dienstanzug), and Undress
(Kleiner Dienstanzug) – comprised spiked helmets and
regimentally coloured service caps, tunics and trousers
introduced from 1842. The M1910 Officers’ Field
Uniform (Feldmarschmäßer Anzug) employed a
greenish-grey cloth called ‘field-grey’ feldgrau, adopted

Friedrich Ludwig Scharf (1884–1965), standing second right,
with members of the 14th Grand-Ducal Mecklenburg Light
Infantry Battalion – a Mecklenburg-Schwerin Guards unit.
The troops wear the M1907 grey-green Jäger uniform, with
lighter green facings and pipings than for Prussian light
infantry. Note the white cloth (senior NCOs, silver braid)
collar and cuff Guards braids. As the battalion standard-
bearer Scharf wears the M1898 badge of this appointment
on his right upper sleeve; usually crossed flags, for
Mecklenburg-Schwerin this was a gold wire grand-ducal
cipher ‘FF’ in an oak and laurel wreath. His dull brass 
gorget has nickel-silver flags and cipher. The corporal
Hornist (seated right) wears his removable bandsman’s
‘swallow’s-nests’ in grey-green cloth with eight gold 
vertical braids, gold braid bottom edging and gold 
Guards fringe. (Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection)
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23 February 1910. From 2 August 1914 officers also 
wore field-grey uniform items with the Walking-Out,
Service and Undress uniforms. 

Non-commissioned officers and men had nine
principal uniforms. Seven of these – Parade, Walking-
Out (Ausgehanzug), Reporting (Ordonnanzanzug),
Service, Undress, Guard (Wachtanzug) and Fatigue
(Appellanzug) – featured the coloured 1842 uniform.
Field-grey was introduced for infantry enlisted men’s
Field and Training Uniform (Exerzieranzug) on 14
February 1907. Enlisted men in other branches 
wore field-grey from 1908, and by 1915 it equipped the 
entire German Army. From 2 August 1914, enlisted men 
wore field-grey uniform items with the Walking-Out,
Reporting, Service, Undress and Guard uniforms. 

Space restrictions dictate that only the Field Uniform
will be described below. Officers wore superior quality
cloth uniform items and gold- or silver-plated insignia
and buttons; enlisted men, coarser quality cloth and
dull brass alloy (‘Tombac’) or nickel-silver buttons. All
buttons were embossed with a Prussian eagle (Bavaria,
rampant lion) unless specifically indicated. 

Certain regiments or battalions in most branches
with Guards status wore special braids on the collar and
cuffs of the field-grey field tunics. Most Guards officers
wore 7.1cm long double or single Guards collar braids,
or single pentangular ‘Old Prussian’ braid, in matt silver
wire with matt silver centre-threads, on rhomboidal
patches of underlay-colour facing cloth; piping, if 

prescribed, ran along three sides of the patch omitting
the front edge. NCOs and men wore 14cm double or
single Guards braids (NCOs, single to accommodate the
NCO collar edge braid), or 16cm Old Prussian white
cloth/yellow camelhair braids with red centre-threads,
without collar patches. The same braids were worn on
the collar patches of enlisted men’s greatcoats. One to
three (depending on the number of buttons) Guards or
Old Prussian braids in white cloth/yellow camelhair
with red centre-threads were worn on the field tunic 
by all ranks; and Guards cuffs had an extra piping
around the bottom of the cuff. 

LINE INFANTRY
Officers
Line infantry was organised into regiments. By Sept 1915
Prussia had 13 Grenadier (1-12, 110), 12 Fusilier (33-40,
73, 80, 86, 90) and 173 Infantry (13-381 series). Saxony
had 1 Grenadier (101) and 18 Infantry (102-107, 133,
134, 139, 177-179, 181-183, 192, 351, 354); Wüttermberg
had 2 Grenadier (119, 123) and 8 Infantry (120-122, 124-
126, 127, 180); Bavaria had 25 Infantry (1-25 Bavarian). 

Line Infantry officers wore the M1895 officers’
spiked helmet Pickelhaube in black-painted leather with
gold-plated fittings and plate, introduced 25 May 1895. It
was worn in the field with the M1892 standard helmet
cover, manufactured in thin greyish-green (‘reed-
green’) cotton, replaced 17 Sept 1914 by a grey
fade-resistant cover, and issued from 28 June 1915 with a
detachable spike cover. On the front of the cover Line
Infantry wore the regimental number in red cloth or
stencilled in red paint, changed to green 15 Aug 1914,
and from Dec 1914 often omitted to reduce visibility. 

The M1910 officers’ peaked field cap was 
manufactured from superior quality field-grey wool
with red (ponceau – actually a slightly dark red) velvet
crown piping and band, black japanned peak, and a
black leather chin strap with plain black-painted
buttons. Two 2cm diameter (Bavaria, 2.5cm)
embossed, serrated edge (Saxony, smooth) cockades
were worn on the front: the M1897 imperial cockade
(red centre-white-black) on the crown, and the state
cockade on the band. State cockade colours were as
follows, reading out from the centre: Anhalt, green;
Baden, yellow-red-yellow; Bavaria, Schwarzburg-
Rudolstadt, light blue-white-light blue; Bremen,
white-red-white; Brunswick, light blue-yellow-light blue;

A middle-aged Hauptmann of the 12th Reserve Grenadier
Regt, 5th Reserve Div, smokes a cigarette while resting on
the roadside during 1st Army’s epic march through Belgium
in Aug 1914. He has removed the red regimental number
from his helmet cover, anticipating the Dec 1914 order. 
His shoulder boards show the gold-plated regimental
number; and note the signal whistle attached to a tunic
button. From Dec 1914 this division served in Poland,
Lithuania and Belarus before returning to the Champagne
Front in May 1917.14
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Hamburg, red cross on white; Hesse, white-red-white;
Lippe, red-red-yellow; Lübeck, red cross in red ring on
white; Mecklenburg, red-yellow-blue; Oldenburg, dark
blue-red-dark blue; Prussia, black-white-black; Reuß 
& Waldeck, black-red-yellow; Saxe-Altenburg, Saxe-
Coburg-Gotha & Saxe-Meiningen, green-white-green;
Saxe-Weimar, black-yellow-green; Saxony, white-green-
white; Schaumburg-Lippe, dark blue-red-white;
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, white-light blue-white;
Württemberg, black-red-black. A field-grey cloth cover

was issued 29 March 1915 to conceal the conspicuous
coloured cap band.

The M1910 officers’ field tunic, closely tailored in
superior quality field-grey wool, doeskin or whipcord,
had finely woven red 2mm ‘facing cloth’ pipings and
gold-plated domed buttons. It had a high, piped turn-
over (‘stand and fall’) collar, front piping, eight front
buttons, two concealed waist pockets with slanted flaps,
a back vent, and piped, scalloped back flaps with three
buttons. The ‘Brandenburg’ cuffs had a piped edge, and

Order of Dress Officers Senior and Junior Non-commissioned When worn 
Officers and Men 

Gesellschaftsanzug Helmet; service tunic with epaulettes; presenting formal
Formal Ceremonial medals; white gloves; service trousers; reports; receptions

Uniform shoes;sword, sword-knot.
Galaanzug 
Informal 

Ceremonial Uniform

Paradeanzug Helmet with plume; service tunic with Helmet with plume; service tunic; medals; parades: church 
Parade Uniform epaulettes; medals; sash; greatcoat; white marksman’s lanyard; belt; greatcoat; white  parades; funerals

gloves; service breeches/summer trousers; gloves (NCOs), grey gloves (Men); 
riding-boots; sword, sword-knot. service/summer trousers; marching-boots; 

sword, sword-knot (SNCOs);Y-straps, back-pack; 
ammo-(SNCOs);Y-straps, back-pack; ammo-
pouches, rifle, bayonet, knot (JNCOs, Men).  

Straßenanzug (officers) Helmet/service cap; frock-coat; gloves; Peaked (NCOs)/peakless (Men) field-cap; walking-out:
Ausgehanzug service-trousers; shoes; sword, sword-knot. service-tunic; medals; greatcoat; church parades;

(NCOs,Men) marksman’s lanyard; leather belt; white gloves; funerals 
Walking out Uniform service-trousers, shoes, sword, sword-knot

(SNCOs); bayonet, knot (JNCOs,Men).

Ordonnanzanzug Helmet; service-tunic; medals; marksman’s presenting reports 
Reporting Uniform lanyard; leather belt; gloves; service/summer 

trousers over marching-boots; sword-knot
(SNCOs), bayonet, knot (JNCOs, Men).

Dienstanzug Helmet with cover; service-tunic/frock- as Reporting Uniform but service-trousers manoeuvres; inspec-
Service Uniform coat; medals/ribbons; greatcoat; sash; are in marching-boots. tions; church parades;

gloves; service-breeches & riding-boots; funerals; visits; courts 
sword, sword-knot. martial: parades; 

presenting reports 
(officers) 

Kleiner Dienstanzug Helmet/service cap; frockcoat/undress tunic; Peaked (NCOs)/peakless (Men )field-cap; inspections; classes;
Undress Uniform gloves; service-trousers & shoes or service- service/undress tunic( SNCOs); service- barrack duties; 

breeches & riding-boots; sword, sword-knot. tunic (JNCOs, Men); service-trousers presenting reports
over marching-boots; sword, knot (SNCOs); (officers)
leather belt; bayonet, knot (JNCOs, Men). 

Wachtanzug Helmet; service-tunic; medals; greatcoat; sentry duty 
Guard Uniform marksman’s lanyard; leather belt; gloves;

(JNCOs,Men) service/summer trousers in/over 
marching-boots; sword, sword-knot (SNCOs)
Y-straps, ammo-pouches; rifle, bayonet, knot.

Feldmarschmäßiger  Helmet with cover, peaked field-cap; field Helmet with cover; peaked (NCOs)/peakless combat 
Anzug tunic; greatcoat; braid belt; gloves; (Men) field-cap; field tunic; greatcoat; leather 
Field Uniform field-breeches; riding-boots; pistol, holster, belt; gloves; field-trousers in marching-boots;

sword-knot. pistol, holster, sword-knot (SNCOs); Y-straps,
back-pack,field-equipment, rifle, bayonet,
knot (JNCOs, Men). Exerzieranzug

Exerzieranzug As field uniform but no helmet-cover manoeuvres 
Training Uniform and less equipment.

Appellanzugpeaked Peaked (NCOs)/peakless (Men )field-cap;fatigue fatigue duties 
Fatigue Uniform tunic; fatigue trousers over marching-boots.

Table 4: German Infantry Orders of Dress – 1 August 1914

15
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a piped cuff patch with three buttons. The Saxon tunic
had piped cuffs with two rear seam buttons, piping
along the bottom and back vent, and square piped back
flaps with one button. 

The silver wire shoulder boards had gold-plated stars
and unit numbers or ciphers, and facing cloth underlay
in one of the pre-war corps colours: white (1, 2, 9-10, 12,
1 Bavarian Corps; 109, 110, 116 Inf Regts); red (3, 4, 9,
13, 14, 19 Corps; 111, 115, 168, 169 Inf Regts, II/89 Inf
Bn); bright red (2 Bav Corps); lemon-yellow (5, 6, 16,
17, 3 Bav Corps; 118 Inf Regt); light blue (7, 8, 11, 20
Corps; 40, 113, 145, 170 Inf Regts); light green (21
Corps; 114 Inf Regt); white, red, lemon yellow, light blue
and light green (14 Corps).

The M1903 officers’ undress tunic Litewka,
introduced 16 Apr 1903, could be worn when in an
office or off duty. It was a double-breasted light grey
worsted or doeskin tunic with a turn-over collar; two rows
of six gold- or silver-plated buttons; concealed waist
pockets with rectangular flaps; field tunic shoulder
boards, and piping on the collar, front and turn-back
cuffs; and 9.5cm long rhomboidal buttoned collar
patches in the colour of the shoulder board underlay.
General officers had a red breast flap lining which was
visible with the two top buttons undone. Bavarian
officers wore a single-breasted light blue cloth or serge
Litewka (lancers & light horse, dark green; artillery &
engineers, dark blue) with a 
turn-over collar, fly front, plain cuffs, and concealed waist
and left breast pockets with diagonal external flaps.

The M1910 officers’ field breeches, in superior
quality darker field-grey wool and piped red, were
replaced 15 Aug 1914 by grey wool or whipcord
breeches. They were worn with long-shank natural
leather officers’ riding boots or, from 1 Feb 1912,
natural leather ankleboots and leggings.

The M1903 officers’ greatcoat was double-breasted,
calf-length and manufactured in superior quality light
grey wool, worsted, twill, duffle, doeskin, loden or
waterproof cloth. There was a wide flat ‘Prussian blue’ (a
rich mid-blue) cloth turn-over collar (Bavaria, light blue),
field tunic shoulder boards, two rows of six gold-plated
buttons, deep turn-back cuffs, concealed waist pockets
with slanted flaps, a buttoning back vent, scalloped back
flaps with three buttons, and an integral two-part (Bavaria
& Saxony, one-part) buttoned rear half belt. 

Officers’ field equipment for field officers and
captains comprised the M1896 waistbelt, pistol, sword

This private of the 239th Reserve Inf Regt, one of 45 
regiments formed Sept 1914, wearing M1907 infantry
enlisted men’s field uniform with junior NCOs’ and men’s
field equipment. His M1907 field tunic would have light
green shoulder strap numbers and piping; note the plain
cuff introduced for Bavarian units 21 Sept 1914, 
although he is not a Bavarian soldier. He carries the
Gewehr 98 bolt-action rifle with M98 bayonet. 
(Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection)16
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and map case on the left hip, binocular case on the right
front hip and gas mask case on the lower back; subalterns
added standard support straps, a backpack on the upper
back, and a signal whistle. The silver braid officers’
waistbelt had two state-colour stripes and a circular gold-
plated buckle with a badge, usually the crowned cipher of
the ruler, in a wreath: e.g. Prussia, black stripes, ‘WII’
cipher; Bavaria, light blue, crown; Saxony, green, ‘FA’;
Württemberg, black & red, ‘W’. On 19 Aug 1914 this con-
spicuous item was ordered to be concealed by a field-grey
cloth cover or replaced by a natural leather waist belt. 

The standard 9mm Parabellum M1908 (P08 – Luger)
pistol had a dark brown leather hard-shell holster, but
the obsolete M1883 10.6mm Reichs-Commissions
revolver in a dark natural leather M1891 holster was also
used. The state pattern M1889 infantry officers’ sword,
hanging from two suspension straps attached to the
trouser belt, proved impractical in combat, and from
late 1914 was usually replaced by the enlisted men’s
M1898 bayonet in a black leather sheath with brass or
steel fittings. A sword knot (Portepee) was attached to
the sword and bayonet. The M1896 Prussian officers’
closed sword knot had a black leather strap and slide
with silver stripes, silver wire stem and wreath, and silver
tassels on a black padding; other states used distinctively
coloured straps, slides and padding. 

The hard-shell case for any make of binoculars was
in natural leather. The various styles of black leather
officers’ map case, introduced 10 Jan 1912, were unoffi-
cially worn on the right hip when the sword was carried;
alternatively a soft leather map pocket with a transparent
front was worn around the neck. The makeshift gasmasks,
introduced from Apr 1915, were carried in a sheet 
metal case. The M1884 signal whistle hung from a cord
attached to a front button. The new pattern M1914
officers’ backpack, introduced 30 June 1914, was in
brown grained leather with straps for the folded
greatcoat. The M1895 natural leather standard support
straps suspended it over the shoulders and secured it to
the front of the belt.

Line Infantry enlisted men
The M1895 enlisted men’s spiked helmet (Bavaria,
1896) was as the officers’ pattern but with bronzed 
aluminium or nickel-silver fittings and a shorter visor.
From Jan 1915 matt field-grey sheet iron fittings 
were introduced and the visor edging and comb 
were abolished. From Sept 1914, Ersatz troops in
Germany were issued field-grey or black felt helmets;
and from Oct 1914 some helmets were also 
manufactured in black metal or cork covered in
waterproof cotton, without neck guards or visors.

In the field the M1910 officers’ field cap was worn
officially by senior NCOs and unofficially, at their own
expense, by junior NCOs. Officially junior NCOs and
men wore the M1907 enlisted men’s peakless field cap
in coarse field-grey wool, with a band in finely woven
red facing cloth, red crown piping, and a serrated
(Saxony, smooth) sheet iron (Bavaria, nickel-silver
imperial crown) cockade above a state cockade. 

The M1907 enlisted men’s field tunic was manu-
factured like the M1910 officers’ version but in coarser
field-grey wool, loosely cut to allow wear of the fatigue
tunic underneath for warmth, with red 2mm pipings
and lightly domed dull brass buttons. It had a wide, flat,
piped turn-over collar and buttoned waist pocket flaps.
The field-grey shoulder straps (often rolled to conceal
the unit number) had the company number 1-13 in red,
sometimes yellow, stitched (Württemberg, facing cloth)
or regimental ciphers – often concealed by field-grey
cloth shoulder loops; and corps-colour edge piping
(abolished 20 Jan 1915). Dull silver (galvanised iron)
buttons were introduced 1 Jan 1915 to conserve scarce
metals. Rank insignia were worn on the collar, shoulder
strap and cuff. On 21 Sept 1914 plain cuffs were
introduced for Bavarian troops. To cover short term
supply shortages the simplified enlisted men’s field
tunic was manufactured 3 March–16 July 1915 and was
sometimes worn by officers. It had slightly shorter
sleeves, deep turn-back cuffs (Bavaria, plain M1914
cuffs) and no back flaps.

By mid-Sept 1914 the
Champagne Front had begun 
to settle down to trench 
warfare; here infantry huddle 
in a forward trench awaiting 
the whistle signal to advance.
The men wearing the M1895
helmet have unscrewed the
brass spike to present a less
obvious profile; their M1892
helmet covers have shrunk,
and the retaining clips are
straining to cover the visor. Since
the leather M1895 Pickelhaube
gave minimal protection some
soldiers wore their M1907
peakless field caps in action. 17
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The M1907 enlisted men’s field trousers, introduced
19 Apr 1907, were manufactured in coarse field-grey,
from 15 Aug 1914 grey cloth, with red outseam piping.
They were worn with high-shaft natural leather enlisted
men’s M1866 marching boots. With the advent of
trench warfare front line troops demanded coarse field-
grey cloth puttees, worn with natural leather old-pattern
M1893 ankleboots with side lacing, or the new-pattern
boots, introduced 24 Dec 1914, with front lacing. 

The M1908 enlisted men’s greatcoat, introduced 1
Feb 1908, resembled the M1903 officers’ coat but 
was manufactured in coarser grey cloth and was single-
breasted with one row of six bright brass buttons. It had
collar patches in red cloth, except for 15 regiments
(white – 146, 148, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162, 164, 166,
171, 173, 175; lemon-yellow – 150; light blue – 151).
NCOs added state-colour collar patch braids. The
greatcoat had M1842 corps-colour shoulder straps with
red numbers or ciphers, and V-shaped back flaps with a
two-part buttoned half belt. The obsolete M1894
greatcoat, identical except for a shorter back vent, was
still worn. Saxon units wore dull brass buttons, field-grey
collar patches piped red, and field-grey shoulder straps
as worn on the M1907 field tunic. On 24 May 1909
Prussian units were ordered to remove the M1842
coloured shoulder straps in the field or replace them
with M1907 field tunic straps. Bavarian units wore
M1907 straps from 27 July 1909; shortage of grey cloth
led to Bavarian units on 16 Nov 1914 receiving
greatcoats in M1914 grey field trouser cloth. From 20
Jan 1915 the red collar patches were omitted from newly
issued greatcoats, and 29 Apr 1915 greatcoats in field-
grey were finally issued.

The M1895 enlisted men’s fatigue uniform in off-
white herringbone pattern ‘drill’ (twilled linen) was
worn for heavy manual duties. The NCOs’ tunic had a
stand collar and six plain dull brass or nickel-silver
buttons, and NCOs’ greatcoat collar patch braid around
the collar; the rank of Feldwebel had a braid ring on

both cuffs. Men wore a waist-length tunic with a stand
collar and six zinc buttons, Gefreite a state-colour cord
along the collar seam (Prussia & Württemberg, black;
Bavaria, light blue; Saxony, green). The trousers had no
piping. This conspicuous uniform could be worn under
the field uniform but was often worn over it, offering an
easy target. From 2 Aug 1915 it was dyed field-grey or
manufactured in grey shelter-quarter material. 

Senior NCOs’ field equipment comprised the
senior NCOs’ waist belt and backpack support straps;
holstered P08 pistol, M1889 infantry officers’ sword
and M1896 officers’ sword knot on the left hip; enlisted
men’s backpack and rolled-up greatcoat on the upper
back, and gasmask case on the lower back. The M1889
senior NCOs’ waist belt was in natural leather with a
plain buckle and two suspension straps for the sword.

Enlisted men’s field equipment was worn by junior
NCOs and men. It comprised the enlisted men’s waist
belt and backpack support straps; rifle ammunition
pouches on each front hip; M1898 bayonet with frog
and knot strapped to the spade behind the left hip;
enlisted mens’ backpack, shelter-quarter, greatcoat and
canteen on the upper back; and gasmask case, water
bottle and breadbag on the lower back. The backpack
and support straps were omitted for the ‘assault order’,
and the canteen, strapped to the greatcoat, rolled in
the shelter-quarter, were worn strapped in a horseshoe
roll across the left shoulder.

The M1874 enlisted men’s waist belt, from 22 Dec
1909 in natural leather, had a rectangular bright
(Saxony, dull) buckle plate with a nickel-silver (Hesse,
brass) state badge, usually surrounded by a circular
motto and wreath: Bavaria, crown, IN TREUE FEST
(‘Steadfast in Loyalty’); Saxony, crown, PROVIDENTIAE
MEMOR (‘Remembering God’s Care’); Württemberg,
coat of arms, FURCHTLOS UND TREW (‘Fearless and
Faithful’); Hesse, crown; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, coat of
arms in a star; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Prussia and minor
states, crown, GOTT MIT UNS (‘God is with us’).

Infantry in a trench firing
through drainpipes built into 
the parapet in order to avoid
showing themselves. Most 
are wearing the rucksack in
place of the M1895 backpack,
indicating that they are probably
Landwehr. Note the back flap
detail on the M1907 field 
tunic at bottom right.
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Bavarian buckles were painted field-grey from 17 Oct
1914 to disguise the bright brass; iron buckles were
issued 1 Jan 1915 to save strategic metals. 

The M1909 rifle ammunition pouches, introduced 22
Dec 1909, comprised three natural leather pouches with
bright brass fittings, each containing four 5-round clips.
The bright brass was replaced 1 Jan 1915 by galvanised
iron or steel, and the pouch design was slightly modified
8 March 1915. The M1898 Mauser bolt-action rifle
(Gewehr 98) was loaded from a 5-round 7.92mm stripper
clip; it was later modified to allow a 25-round external
magazine. The junior NCOs’ white woollen bayonet knot
had state colour threads, e.g. Prussia, black; Bavaria, light
blue; Saxony, green; Württemberg, red & black. The
men’s white woollen bayonet knot had a battalion-colour
stem and a company-colour slide and wreath. 

The M1895 enlisted men’s backpack comprised an
unshaven calfskin satchel with a long backflap. It was
replaced on 14 Feb 1908 by the calfskin ‘backpack 07’
with a shorter backflap, and on 26 March 1913 by 
the ‘backpack 07/13’ with all but the backflap 
manufactured in brown waterproof Egyptian cotton.
Continuing shortages of brown calfskin led to use from
10 Aug 1914 of substitute materials, such as brown 
artificial leather, light grey calfskin, sealskin and various
designs entirely in sailcloth. The M1892 shelter-quarter
was in waterproofed reddish-brown cotton, from 15 Oct
1914 in less conspicuous grey cotton. The M1887 or
M1910 messtin was in aluminium, from 15 Oct 1914 
galvanised tinplate or steel plate, painted black, from 
17 Nov 1914 matt field-grey, replaced 10 June 1915 by 
a field-grey painted steel plate pattern. The aluminium
M1893 water bottle had a greyish-brown felt cover and
natural leather retaining strap. It was superseded by the
M1907 pattern, introduced 28 Nov 1906; from 15 Oct
1914 in galvanised tinplate, and replaced 10 June 1915
by a galvanised tinplate bottle in a waterproof field-grey
cotton cover. The M1887 breadbag, worn with a leather-
reinforced cotton strap over the left shoulder or

strapped to the back of the waist belt, was in brown (15
Oct 1914, grey) waterproof cotton, with a retaining 
ring for the water bottle, and from 15 Dec 1914 a loop
to secure the M1897 engineer ‘large spade’, which
gradually replaced the inadequate ‘short spade’. The
M1874 or M98 (int. 1899) ‘short spade’ was carried in 
a natural leather frog. 

Unless otherwise stated the following branches
followed the Line Infantry; and Reserve, Landwehr and
Landsturm units wore the uniforms and insignia of the
Line parent unit.

Élite Line Infantry
The 14 Prussian Guards regiments (1st–7th Foot
Guards, 1st–5th Grenadier Guards, Fusilier Guards and
Infantry Instruction) wore a plain helmet cover. On the
field tunic officers had matt gold- or silver-plated
(enlisted men, dull brass or nickel-silver) regimental
buttons. All ranks had white, red, lemon-yellow or light
blue underlay to shoulder boards or piping to shoulder
straps, but no regimental number or cipher. Officers
wore silver Guards or Old Prussian braids on underlay-
colour facing cloth patches; enlisted men, white 
(5 Gren Gds, yellow) braids. Six regiments had field-grey
Swedish cuffs (plain cuffs with two horizontally placed
buttons, piping round the top and down the rear seam),
with Guards braids and bottom piping; eight regiments
had Brandenburg cuffs piped red with Guards bottom
piping, a plain three-button cuff patch and Old Prussian
braids. On the field tunic officers of 1st-7th, 8th Life and
11th Regts wore one Guards collar braid on underlay-
colour cloth, enlisted men white (7, yellow) braid; all
ranks wore Guards braids on the Brandenburg cuffs.

Eight Guards regiments were raised outside Prussia:
Bavaria, Infantry Lifeguards; Saxony, 100th Lifeguard
Infantry, 101st Grenadiers; Württemberg, 119th, 123rd
Grenadiers; Baden, 109th Life Grenadiers; Hesse, 115th
Lifeguards; Mecklenburg-Schwerin, I & III/89th
Grenadiers; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, II/89th Grenadiers.

A group of Landwehr infantry,
probably from the Landwehr
Corps, relax in a farm in East
Prussia, Sept 1914, wearing
M1907 uniforms; due to a
shortage of M1895 spiked
helmets they have M1860 black
leather shakos with the Prussian
line infantry helmet plate. The
soldier at left wears his M1887
breadbag strapped to his belt;
first and second right are using
breadbag shoulder slings as
neck braces to support their
M1909 ammunition pouches.
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Rank class Rank – Staff & Infantry Command – Infantry Rank variants (other arms) British Army
(Abbreviation in text) 1939 ––1945 

Generale Generalfeldmarschall Theatre, Army Group – Field-Marshal
(General officers) (GFM)

Generaloberst mit dem Army Group, Army – Acting Field-
Range eines Marshal  

Generalfeldmarschalls1

Generaloberst (GenObst) Army Group, Army, Generalfeldzeugmeister2 General  
Army Detachment

General der Infanterie Army Group, Army, General der Kavallerie4, General der Artillerie2 Lieut.General 
(Gen d.Inf) Army Detachment, Corps 

Generalleutnant (GenLt) Corps, Division Generalstabsarzt der Armee14 Major General  
Generalmajor (GenMaj) Division, Brigade Obergeneralarzt14 Brigadier 

Stabsoffiziere Oberst Brigade, Regiment Generalarzt14, Generalveterinär15 Colonel 
(Field officers) Oberstleutnant Battalion, Regiment Generaloberarzt14, Generaloberveterinär15a Lieut.Colonel

Major Battalion Oberstabsarzt14, Korpsstabsveterinär15,  Major 
Oberstabsveterinär15

Hauptleute und Hauptmann Company, Battalion Rittmeister10, Zeughauptmann11e, Feuerwerks- Captain 
Rittmeister Hauptmann11f,  Festungsbau-Hauptmann12a,
(Captains) Stabsarzt14, Stabsveterinär15

Leutnante Oberleutnant Platoon, Company Zeugoberleutnant11e, Feuerwerks-Oberleutnant11f, Lieutenant 
(Subalterns) Festungsbau-Oberleutnant12a, Oberarzt14,

Oberveterinär15

Leutnant Zeugleutnant11e, Feuerwerks-Leutnant11f, 2nd Lieutenant 
Festungsbau-Leutnant12a, Assistenzarzt14, Veterinär15

Feldwebelleutnant 2 Feldhilfsarzt14a, Feldhilfsveterinär15b Commiss.2/Lt 

Unteroffiziere mit Obermusikmeister4a/8a Bandmaster (5 years) – WOI 
Portepee Musikmeister4a/8a Bandmaster –  (Bandmaster) 
(Senior NCOs) Offizierstellvertreter3 Platoon, Company Oberwachtmeister16a WOII (RQMS)

(Etatsmäßiger) Feldwebel Company Sergeant Major Oberfeuerwerker11f, Oberschirrmeister17a, WOII (CSM)  
Oberbrieftauben-Schirrmeister17b,Oberwallmeister12b,
(Etatsmäßiger) Wachtmeister9, Zeug-Feldwebel11e, 
Sanitätsfeldwebel14, Festungsbaufeldwebel12a,
Wachtmeister16a, Schirrmeister17c, Brieftauben-
Schirrmeister17d, Wallmeister12c

Degenfähnrich Senior Officer Cadet Feldunterarzt14a, Feldunterveterinär15b Officer Cadet  
Vizefeldwebel Platoon 2 i/c Vizewachtmeister9, Sanitätsvizefeldwebel14, Sergeant

Obergendarm16b

Fähnrich Officer Cadet Unterarzt14, Unterveterinär15 Officer Cadet

Unteroffiziere Sergeant Section Feuerwerker11f, Kriegsfeuerwerker11g, Lance-Sergeant
ohne Portepee Hilfsfeuerwerker11h, Sanitätssergeant14, 
(Junior NCOs) Obergendarm16c, Oberfahnenschmied9a

Unteroffizier, Hoboist4b, Oberjäger7a, Trompeter8b, Signaltrompeter8c,
Hornist4c, Regimentstambour4d, Sanitätsunteroffizier14, Feldgendarm16c,
Bataillonstambour4e Fahnenschmied9a Corporal 

Gemeine – Senior section-member Obergefreiter 11a Lance-Corporal 
(Men) Gefreiter Sub-section Sanitätsgefreiter14, Gefreiter16c

Gemeiner5, Grenadier6a, Sub-section member Hilfstrompeter8d, Signaltrompeter8e,Jäger7b, , Private
Gardist6b, Gardefüsilier6c, Schütze6c, Fahrer6d, Garde du Corps10a, Kürassier10b, 
Schütze6d, Füsilier6e, Musketier6f, Reiter10c, Gardist10d, Karabiner10e, Grenadier zu 
Infanterist6g, Soldat6h,Hilfshoboist4f, Pferde10f, Dragoner10f, Husar10g, Ulan10h, Königsjäger10i,
Hilfshornist4g, Tambour4h, Jäger zu Pferde10j, Chevauleger10k, Kanonier11b,
Hornist4i, Fahnenjunker6i Fahrender Artillerist11c, Fahrer11d, Pionier12, ,
Ökonomiehandwerker18 Trainsoldat13a, Gemeiner13b, Traingemeiner13c, 

Sanitätssoldat14, Beschlagschmied9a

Table 5: Ranks and Appointments of the German Army 
2 August 1914 – 11 November 1918 (omitting Army Officials) 

Offiziere (commissioned officers) 

Unteroffiziere (non-commissioned officers) 

Gemeine (Men) 
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All Guards braids were worn on underlay-colour (100 
& 101, red) collar patches, enlisted men having 
white (II/89, yellow) cloth braids. The braids were
repeated on the Swedish (100, 101, 109, 119, 123) or
Brandenburg (Inf.Lifegds, I-III/89, 115) cuffs with
(Inf.Lifegds, I-III/89) or without (115) cuff patch
piping. The 12 Prussian Fusilier regiments wore Line
Infantry uniforms, but officers of the 80th Fusiliers 
wore Old Prussian braid on light blue collar-patches,
enlisted men a white braid without a red centre-thread,
and braid on the Brandenburg cuff without cuff 
patch piping.

Second-line infantry
There were 198 Reserve infantry regiments (1, 2 Gds;
1-272 series; 1-8, 10-23 Bav). They wore a red or green
‘R’ and regimental number on the helmet cover. A
white Landwehr Cross was prescribed on the middle of
the state cockade on the M1910 officers’ and M1907
enlisted men’s field caps, but often omitted. The 
field tunic insignia was copied from the parent
regiment, but shoulder boards/straps only showed 

regimental numbers, not ciphers. Thirteen reserve 
regiments (3, 7, 8, 10, 80, 93, 101, 102, 119, 201-204)
whose parent regiments had collar and cuff braids 
did not wear them. Forty-five Reserve regiments raised
in Sept 1914 were given the following shoulder board
underlay/strap pipings: white, 201-208; red, 209-216,
246-248; lemon-yellow, 217-224; light blue, 225-232;
light green, 233-240; red with Saxon-style tunics, 241-
245. Reserve troops were given obsolete equipment
such as the 84/98 bayonet and the black leather M1888
and M1895 rifle ammunition pouches. 

The Landwehr was established 17 March 1813 to
assist the Reserve forces. In 1914, 118 regiments were
mobilised on 2 Aug and some formed 23 Mixed
Landwehr Brigades (each 2 regts, 2 cavalry sqns, 1 field
artillery btry), deployed independently or grouped into
division-sized 1st-4th ‘Landwehr Commands’, with 3rd
and 4th forming the Landwehr Corps. From Sept 1914
mixed and standard brigades formed 16 Landwehr
divisions (1/10, 2-5, 7-9, 11-15, 85, 1 & 6 Bavarian).
Infantry uniforms were worn with a red or green ‘L’ on
the helmet cover. Obsolete uniform items were worn:

KEY TO TABLE 5
1. Introduced 3.1.1911 for a senior ‘Generaloberst’ not suited for 

promotion to ‘Generalfieldmarschall’.
2. Introduced 15.11.1877 for NCOs promoted to platoon and

company commander in Landwehr, Landsturm and Ersatz
battalions in wartime.

3. Introduced 17.11.1887 for CSMs and sergeants temporarily
appointed to platoon or company commander in wartime.

4. Members of a dismounted (infantry, light infantry, heavy artillery,
engineers) regimental or battalion band. 4a. Bandmaster, rank
introduced 10.12.1908, replacing Stabshoboist and Stabshornist.
4b-4e – lance-sergeants or corporals on regimental establishment:
4b – Bandsman; infantry, heavy artillery, railway troops. 4c –
Bandsman; light infantry, engineers. 4d – drummer i/c regimental
drummers and buglers. 4e – drummer i/c battalion drummers. 4f-4i
– corporals or men above regimental establishment: 4f –
Bandsman; infantry, heavy artillery, railway troops. 4g – Bandsman:
light infantry, engineers. 4h – drummer. 4i – bugler or fifer giving
signals to troops.

5. Generic term for privates of all branches.
6. Infantry. 6a – I & II Bns, Foot Guards, Grenadier Guards and

Grenadier Regts; all Bns, 89,100,101,109,110,119,123 Grenadier
Regts. 6b – I & II Bn, 108 Lifeguard Infantry Regt. 6c – III (Fusilier
Guards) Bn, 108 Lifeguard Infantry Regt. 6d – 108 Rifle Regt. 6e –
III (Fusilier) Bns, Foot Guards, Grenadier Guards and Grenadier
Regts; Fusilier Regts. 6f – all other Prussian and Württemberg
Infantry Regts. 6g – all other Bavarian Infantry Regts. 6h – all other
Saxon Infantry Regts. 6i – Officer Candidate. 

7. Light Infantry. 7a – Light Infantry & Rifles Bns. 7b – Light Infantry.
7c – Guards Rifle Bn; MG and Cyclist Companies of Light Infantry
& Rifles; MG Bns. 7d – MG Bn. drivers. 

8. Members of a mounted (cavalry, MG, field artillery, signals,
transport) regimental or battalion band. 8a. Bandmaster, rank
introduced 10.12.1908, replacing Stabstrompeter. 8b-8c – lance-
serjeants or corporals on regimental establishment. 8b –
Bandsman; MG troops, cavalry, field artillery, supply. 8c – trumpeter
i/c battalion trumpeters. 8d-8e – corporals or men above regimental
establishment: 8d – Bandsman; MG troops, cavalry, field artillery,
supply. 8e – trumpeter giving signals to troops.

9. Cavalry, field-artillery, signals, supply. 9a. Farrier appointment.
10. Cavalry. 10a – Bodyguard. 10b – Cuirassiers. 10c – Bavarian

Heavy Cavalry. 10d – Saxon Guards Cavalry. 10e – Saxon
Carabineers. 10f – Mounted Grenadiers. 10g – Hussars. 10h –
Lancers. 10i – King’s Light Cavalry. 10j – Prussian Light Cavalry.
10k – Bavarian Light Cavalry. 

11. Artillery. 11a – heavy artillery. 11b – Riders, Prussian and
Württemberg field-artillery; dismounted troops, all field-artillery;
heavy artillery. 10c – Riders, Bavarian field-artillery. 11d – Riders,
Saxon field-artillery and all heavy artillery mounted units. 11e –
Ordnance. 11g – Introduced October 1915 for artillery personnel
seconded to the Ordnance with 18 months seniority. 11h – Rank
introduced October 1915 for artillery personnel seconded to 
the Ordnance.

12. Engineers and Military Communications. 12a –Fortress
Construction officer Candidate. 12b – Fortress Construction NCO
with 25 years seniority. 12c – Fortress Construction NCO.

13. Supply. 13a – Supply column. 13b – Prussian supply column (2
years seniority). 13c – Saxon supply column (2 years seniority).

14. Medical Corps. 14a – ranks introduced 6.3.1916 (Prussia),
17.3.1916 (Württemberg), 20.3.1916 (Bavaria), 30.3.1916
(Saxony).

15. Veterinary officers. 15a – rank introduced 1917. 15b – ranks
introduced 6.3.1916 (Prussia), 17.3.1916 (Württemberg),
20.3.1916 (Bavaria), 30.3.1916 (Saxony).

16. Military Police. 16a-16b – NCOs transferred from the Prussian
Rural Police Landgendarmerie. 16b – Introduced 1.11.1915
(Prussia), 19.11.1915 (Bavaria), 26.11.1915 (Saxony), 18.12.1915
(Württemberg). 16c. Cavalrymen seconded to the Military Police.

17. Appointment as Technical Quartermaster Sergeant (TQMS) of
artillery, engineers, railway troops, signals and air corps. 17a –
TQMS with 10 years seniority. 17b – Fortress Pigeon-post TQMS
with 10 years seniority, 17.3.1918. redesignated ‘Oberbrieftauben-
meister’. 17c – TQMS with 10 years seniority. 17d – TQMS. 17d –
Fortress Pigeon-post TQMS,17.3.1918. redesignated ‘Brieftauben-
meister’.

18. Appointment as unit craftsman in depot regiments and battalions,
repairing uniforms and equipment

21
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M1895 Prussian-blue field uniform; M1813 oilcloth
peaked cap, M1860 shako; M1884, M1893 and M1900
blue and M1903 grey undress tunic (Litewka); M1895
black trousers piped red; black greatcoat; and M1895
ammunition pouches. The Gewehr 88 and 88/05
7.92mm bolt-action rifles were the standard weapons.

The Landsturm was established 21 Apr 1813 as a
paramilitary militia to support the Army when Germany
was threatened. In 1914, 334 Landsturm infantry bat-
talions were mobilised on 2 Aug, and many were
assigned to Reserve and Landwehr infantry regiments
or 20 ‘mobile’ Landsturm infantry regiments (1-3, 7-11,
13, 17, 19, 20, 22-26, 109, 115, 1 Bavarian). On 20 Dec
1912 field-grey Reserve infantry uniforms and insignia
were prescribed. The M1813 shiny black (30 Nov 1914,
dull field-grey) oilcloth peaked cap was worn instead of
the M1895 spiked helmet, with a large dull brass 
state-pattern Landwehr Cross on the front of the crown
above a state cockade. Some units wore the M1860 

cylindrical black leather shako with a large Landwehr
Cross in a large black braid oval edged silver (enlisted
men, white) without a shako cover. On 2 March 1915
mobile battalions were prescribed the M1895 spiked
helmet with a green Landwehr Cross and battalion or
corps number on the cover. The M1910 officers’ and
M1907 enlisted men’s field caps had a small dull brass
Landwehr Cross on the state cockade.

The dull brass Arabic numbers of the parent infantry
brigade were worn on the collar of the field-grey tunic,
replaced 14 Apr 1915 by the corps number in Arabic
numerals (Gds Corps, ‘G’; Bav Corps, ‘I-III B’), above
the battalion number within the corps sequence –
neither system showed the actual battalion number.
Enlisted men’s tunics had plain Prussian-blue (Bavaria,
light blue) pointed shoulder straps in ribbed cloth.
Obsolete items were also worn: M1860 shako; M1895
blue field tunic; M1884, M1893 and M1900 blue and
M1903 grey Litewka; corduroy or double-breasted green
loden tunics; M1895 black trousers piped red, or
corduroy trousers; black greatcoat; and M1895 ammu-
nition pouches. Weapons were as for the Landwehr.

Light Infantry (Jäger)
Grey-green graugrün uniforms were prescribed for
enlisted men of the Light Infantry – including 
rifles, cyclist, ski and machine gun units – from 25 Feb
1907, for officers on 23 Feb 1910. Bavarian units wore
field-grey. All ranks wore the M1895 ‘stepped nape’
black varnished leather shako, and gold-plated/dull
brass buttons. 

The Light Infantry comprised 17 regular battalions
(Gds, 1-14, 18 Bav) including 12 & 13 Saxon, and 29
Reserve battalions (Gds, 1-26, 1 & 2 Bav), including
four Saxon battalions (25-26). On 21 May 1915 nine
battalions were grouped into three regiments (1 Bav, 2,
3) for the Alpenkorps. From 19 Aug 1914, Reserve units
wore a green ‘R’ and battalion number (Gds Reserve,
an unofficial green bar) on the shako cover; otherwise
uniforms were as the equivalent regular battalion.
Saxon battalions wore the M1867 black cloth-covered
felt kepi, the cover having a slit to reveal the plume.

The field caps had light green velvet (enlisted men,
cloth) crown piping and band. The field tunic had light
green piping on the collar, front, top and seam of the
Swedish (Saxony, Saxon) cuffs, and shoulder straps
(with red unit numbers), and red (Bavaria, light green)
officers’ shoulder board underlay. The Saxon and 14th
Mecklenburg-Schwerin Bns had silver-plated/nickel-
silver buttons. Guards and 14th Bn officers wore
Guards braids on dark green collar patches piped red;
enlisted men, yellow (14th Bn, white; senior NCOs,
silver thread) braids with light green centre-threads. All
ranks had yellow (14th Bn, white; senior NCOs, silver
thread) cuff braids with a light green cuff bottom
piping. Regimental staffs adopted regimental shoulder
board/strap numbers, the constituent battalions

A Vizefeldwebel (left foreground), carrying the officers’
sword to which his rank entitles him, leads a section of
Landsturm infantry through the streets of Allenstein
(Olsztyn, East Prussia). The men have just been issued 
with M1907 infantry field uniforms (without collar unit
insignia), but retain the M1860 shako and cover, and the
obsolete Gewehr 88 rifle issued to Landwehr, Landsturm,
and sometimes even line infantry. Note the walrus 
beard and non-standard boots worn by the private at 
right. (Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection)
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retaining their battalion numbers. The grey-green
(Bavaria, field-grey) officers’ breeches had red piping
(Bavaria, light green), and enlisted men’s trousers,
light green; from 15 Aug 1914, grey breeches and
trousers. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had a dark
green (Bavaria, light blue) collar (Gds & Saxony, with
red piping); the M1908 enlisted men’s greatcoat had
red collar patches (Bavaria, light green; Saxony, green-
grey piped light green), with yellow (Gds) or white
(14th Bn) cotton double Guards braids. 

There were two regular Rifles (Schützen) units
(Rifle Gds Bn, Saxon 108th Regt) and one Reserve 
battalion (Reserve Rifle Guards). The 108th Regt wore
the Saxon kepi with a green battalion number on the
cover from 25 Aug 1915, while from Jan 1915 Reserve
Rifle Guards wore a green ‘S’ on the shako cover. The
field caps had black velvet/cloth bands with light 
green crown and band piping. The field tunic had
black collar and cuff pipings, light green front 
and shoulder strap piping, and red shoulder board

underlay (Saxony, light green, gold-plate number
only). The Guards had braids on dark green collar
patches piped red; enlisted men, yellow braids 
with black centre-threads. Guards had ‘French’ cuffs
(Brandenburg cuffs with scalloped patches) and yellow
Guards braids. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had 
a dark green collar piped red; the M1908 enlisted
men’s Guards greatcoat had black collar patches with
yellow braids (108, green-grey patches piped red).

From 1913 cyclist companies formed the light
infantry battalion’s 6th Coy, and later about 50 
independent companies were formed for service in
infantry divisions, wearing the company number on
shoulder boards/straps. From 23 Nov 1911 they were
issued reinforced field trousers, the M1911 cape (int. 23
Nov 1911) in light grey waterproof overcoat cloth, map
case and M1912 shoulder satchel (int. 15 Dec 1912) 
in brown waterproof cotton.

Four Ski Battalions (2, 3, 1 & 4 Bav) and one
company (1st Württemberg Ski Coy) were formed for

Crown Prince Wilhelm, 
commanding 5th Army, 
distributes Iron Crosses 
2nd Class to a light infantry 
battalion near Verdun, July
1915. The Jäger wear the
covered M1895 shako, the 
grey-green ‘simplified field
tunic’ of spring 1915, and 
contrasting M1914 grey 
field trousers.

Members of a machine gun 
battalion man MG08 Maxims in 
a wood in the Belgian Ardennes,
Aug 1914. They wear the 
M1910 machine gun enlisted
men’s field uniform with the
M1895 light infantry shako. The
Maxim’s ‘sledge mount’ allowed
it to be set up at ground level as
well as raised for seated firing. 23
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service in the Vosges and East Prussia. In March 1915
they were designated Mountain Troops, and in May 1915
the battalions formed the 3rd Light Infantry Regiment.
A special uniform was introduced 3 Dec 1914. The light
grey cloth Austrian-style peaked mountain cap had a
field-grey leather peak, two brown horn earflap buttons
and light green crown piping. Field cap cockades were
worn above the earflap on the sides (state cockade, left;
imperial cockade, right) or on the front. From 19 
March 1915 a waterproof cap cover was introduced. The
field-grey ski Litewka had horn buttons, external pleated
breast pockets with square buttoned flaps, concealed

side pockets with buttoned diagonal flaps, fly front, 
plain cuffs with a flap and three buttons, and two-button
back flaps. The light green piped collar had field-grey
rhomboidal collar patches with a light green stitched ‘S’
and battalion number (regimental staff – ‘3’; 1st Ski Coy
– ‘S’); NCOs added gold braid front and bottom edging.
Officers had light green shoulder board underlay,
enlisted men no shoulder straps. The baggy field-grey 
ski trousers had light green piping and were worn with
field-grey ankle puttees and natural leather ski boots (19
March 1915, mountain boots). The hooded reversible
(field-grey/white) anorak, worn instead of the greatcoat,
had a green ‘S’ on the left upper sleeve; from 3 May 
1915 a Litewka collar replaced the hood. The natural
leather belt had a claw buckle. Equipment included a
waterproof civilian rucksack, ski sticks, 98/05 bayonet,
and for 1st Ski Coy the Karabiner 98 cavalry rifle.

By Sept 1915 there were 13 regular company-sized
independent Machine-Gun Battalions (1, 2 Gds; 1-7, 9,
10; 8 Sax; 1 Bav), and five Reserve battalions (1-5). From
Nov 1914, 338 independent MG platoons (1-330, 1-38
Bav) were formed, wearing Line Infantry uniforms, and
47 mountain MG battalions from May 1915 wearing
Light Infantry uniforms. On 23 March 1910 they
adopted green-grey (Bavaria, field-grey) Light Infantry
uniforms. From 15 Aug 1914 the shako had green 
battalion numbers on the cover; the field caps had 
red crown piping and a red (2nd Gds, black, piped red)
band. The field tunic had red (Bavaria, light green)
piping and shoulder board underlay. 1st Guards Bn
officers wore silver braids on dark green collar patches
piped red; enlisted men, yellow braids, and all ranks,
yellow cuff braids with red bottom cuff piping. 2nd
Guards Bn wore the Rifle Guards tunic with red front
and shoulder strap pipings. Enlisted men wore M1907
grey-green breeches with red piping; Bavarian bat-
talions, M1907 field-grey breeches (int. 1 July 1907) with
light green piping. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had 
a dark green (Bavaria, light blue) collar, the M1909
mounted enlisted men’s greatcoat red collar patches
(Bavaria, light green; 8th Bn, grey-green piped red). All
personnel carried the P08 pistol, and junior NCOs 
and men four special ammunition pouches. The 4th
and 5th gunners in each crew carried over the left
shoulder a natural leather drag strap with two metal
clips and two large leather rings for pulling the machine
gun into position.

GENERAL OFFICERS & GENERAL
STAFF
Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, Württemberg, Baden, Hesse
and Mecklenburg-Schwerin had units of brigade size
and above commanded by general officers, who wore
the M1910 officers’ field uniform (int. 23 Feb 1910).
The black leather M1860 Dragoon helmet had a plain
M1892 cover. The M1910 officers’ field cap had red

General der Infanterie Hermann von Francois (1856–1933).
A gifted but insubordinate strategist, he commanded 1st
Corps to Nov 1914; 8th Army to Dec 1914; 41st Reserve
Corps to June 1915, and 7th Corps to July 1918. A
descendant of French Protestant refugees, Francois’
deliberate disobedience of Ludendorff at Tannenberg, 
Aug 1914, cost him further promotion but gained Germany
permanent superiority on the Eastern Front. He wears the
M1910 general officers’ field uniform with the Alt-Larisch
collar patches which have denoted German generals 
from 1900 to the present day. Note the Pour le Mérite at 
his throat, awarded for participation in the German/Austro-
Hungarian victory at Gorlice-Tornow on 2 May 1915; the
unofficial Austro-Hungarian commemorative badge on 
the right of his cap crown; and the Iron Cross 1st and 
2nd Class cross and buttonhole ribbon respectively – the 
former pinned, against regulations, to his pocket flap.

(continued on page 33)
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FULL DRESS UNIFORM, JULY 1914
1: Major, Gardes du Corps; Berlin
2: Etatsmäßiger Feldwebel, 6th Bavarian Inf Regt ‘Kaiser William, King of Prussia’; Amberg
3: Einjährig-Freiwilliger Gefreiter, 3rd Grenadier Regt ‘King Friedrich Wilhelm I’ (2nd E.Prussian); Königsberg

1 2

3

A
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B

BELGIUM, AUGUST 1914
1: Obergefreiter, 2nd Bn, 20th ‘Lauenberg’ Heavy Artillery Regt; Liège
2: Oberleutnant, 3rd Grenadier Guards Regt ‘Queen Elizabeth’; River Sambre
3: Musketier, 48th Inf Regt ‘Von Stülpnagel’ (5th Brandenburg); Mons

2 3

1
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C

FRANCE, SEPTEMBER 1914
1: Generalmajor, 13th Reserve Inf Brigade; River Ourcq
2: Soldat, 139th Inf Regt; River Aisne
3: Vizewachtmeister, 8th Bavarian Field Artillery Regt ‘Prince Heinrich of Bavaria’; St Mihiel

1
2

3
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D

WESTERN FRONT, AUTUMN 1914
1: Offiziersstellvertreter, 14th Hussar Regt ‘Landgrave Friedrich II of Hesse-Homburg’ 

(2nd Kurhessen); Hazebrouck, October 1914
2: Leutnant, 24th Reserve Light Inf Bn; Langemarck, October 1914
3: Gefreiter Adolf Hitler, 16th Bavarian Reserve Inf Regt; Ypres, November 1914

1

2

3
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E

FRANCE, SPRING 1915
1: Feldwebelleutnant, 119th Landwehr Regt; Hartmannswillerkopf, January 1915
2: Stabsarzt, 20th Medical Company; Neuve Chapelle, March 1915
3: Unteroffizier, 60th Inf Regt ‘Margrave Charles’ (7th Brandenburg); Woëvre, April 1915

2

1
3
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F

FRANCE, SPRING/SUMMER 1915
1: Oberstleutnant, General Staff, 6th Bavarian Inf Div; Aubers Ridge, May 1915
2: Vizefeldwebel, 21st Flying Bn; Vimy Ridge, June 1915
3: Pionier, 47th Heavy Mortar Bn; Argonne Forest, June 1915

1 2
3
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G

EASTERN FRONT, 1914
1: Musketier, 1st Landsturm Bn Deutsch Eylau; Tannenberg, August 1914
2: Oberfahnenschmied, 10th Dragoon Regt ‘King Albert of Saxony’ (E.Prussian); 

First Battle of Masurian Lakes, September 1914
3: Unteroffizier, Fusilier Guards Regt; Lodz, November 1914

3

2

1
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H

EASTERN FRONT, 1915
1: Oberleutnant, 38th Reserve Signals Bn; 

Second Battle of Masurian Lakes, February 1915
2: Obergendarm, Military Police Brigade; 

Warsaw, August 1915
3: Ulan, 2nd Guards Lancer Regt; 

Vilnius, September 1915

3

2

1
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crown piping and band. The M1910 general officers’
field tunic (int. 28 Feb 1910) had bright gold-plated
buttons; a turn-over collar piped red, with gold wire
embroidered M1900 Alt-Larisch designs on long red
rhomboidal patches; red front piping and back 
flap piping; concealed breast pockets with external
scalloped flaps, and external waist pockets with external
diagonal flaps; and turn-back cuffs piped red. Bavaria
and Mecklenburg-Schwerin had bright silver-plated
buttons and a silver wire laurel leaf (Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, oak-leaf) collar patch design. M1910 officers’
riding breeches had red outseam piping flanked by 
two red stripes. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had
bright gold-plated (Bavaria, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
silver-plated) buttons; dark blue collar (Bavaria, light
blue; Saxony, blue piping); red front, cuff and waist
pocket flap piping; and red breast flap lining which 
was visible with the two top buttons undone. General
officers appointed as Defence Minister, Chief of the
General Staff or Head of an Army Branch or Regimental
Colonel-in-Chief wore the uniform and insignia of their
regiment, battalion or branch with general officers’
shoulder boards and breeches stripes.

General Staff officers were responsible for the
conduct of military operations. General officers on the
staff wore the uniform of their rank, but field officers
and captains wore the M1910 officers’ field uniform
with the M1860 Dragoon (Bavaria, M1895 Infantry)
helmet and a plain cover, and M1910 field cap with
crimson crown piping and band. The M1910 officers’
field tunic had Swedish cuffs; silver-plated buttons;
crimson collar, front, cuff and back flap piping, crimson
shoulder board underlay and rhomboidal collar
patches. The M1848 silver braid adjutants’ tasselled 
sash with two state-colour stripes was worn over the 
right shoulder – this replaced the officers’ waist belt.
The field-grey riding breeches had crimson piping 
and stripes; the M1903 officers’ greatcoat had a dark
blue (Bavaria, light blue) collar. Defence Ministry
officers, dealing with administrative issues, wore the
M1910 general staff officers’ field uniform with gold-
plated tunic buttons and no sash.

CAVALRY
On 5 March 1908 (Saxony, 25 Apr 1910) the field-grey
M1908 mounted enlisted men’s field tunic was
introduced, followed on 23 Feb 1910 by the M1910
mounted officers’ version. Both followed the M1907
infantry pattern but had a stand collar with rounded
(Guards enlisted men, squared) corners, silver-plated
(enlisted men, nickel-silver) buttons, Swedish cuffs, and
piping along the bottom edge of the skirt. Enlisted
men’s shoulder strap buttons showed the squadron
number (1-5). Officers wore M1910 breeches with field-
grey (15 Aug 1914, grey) stained leather (10 Jan 1910,
goatskin; 26 Apr 1915, sheepskin) seat reinforcements
and no piping; natural leather officers’ riding boots and 33

M1870 officers’ iron or nickel spurs. Enlisted men 
wore M1908 reinforced riding breeches without piping,
with natural leather M1908 riding boots (int. 5 March
1908) or the lighter M1912 boots (int. 12 March 1912),
and M1870 enlisted men’s iron or nickel spurs. The
M1909 mounted enlisted men’s light grey greatcoat 
was introduced 24 May 1909. The men carried the
Karabiner 98 rifle, 84/98 cavalry bayonet, M1896
Cuirassier sword and M1893 or M1913 lance, and small
M1911 rifle ammunition pouches. 

On 2 Aug 1914, 34 Reserve cavalry regiments were
formed as divisional cavalry. Officers wore their regular
regimental uniform, but enlisted men wore no shoulder
strap regimental numbers or ciphers; from 15 Aug 1914
a green ‘R’ and regimental number on the helmet cover;
and state cockades on the field cap. On 20 Aug, 22
squadron-sized Reserve cavalry battalions were formed
as Reserve divisional cavalry. On 2 Aug, 57 Landwehr
cavalry squadrons were formed, 19 of which were
grouped into five Landwehr cavalry regiments. From 2
Aug 1914 there were 108 Landsturm cavalry squadrons. 

Members of the staff of a Hussar regiment relax in Brussels,
Aug 1914. The seven officers (foreground & left background)
wear M1909 officers’ field uniform with Hussar riding boots
and clip-on spurs, or leggings, ankleboots and strap-on
spurs. Their M1912 grey possum-fur busbies have the 
regimental badges removed. Note the standard-bearer
(centre background) with his M1901 belt in regimental
facing cloth edged in button-colour braid, his gorget 
and, behind him, the regimental colour. 
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Cuirassiers
There were 10 regular (LifeGds, Cuirassier Gds; 1-8)
and 3 Reserve (1-3 Heavy Cavalry) Cuirassier regiments.
The M1889 Cuirassiers’ helmet with a lobster-tail neck
guard was worn with the M1892 grey-green cover, with a
green regimental number from 15 Aug 1914. The field
caps had a regimental-coloured band and white crown
and band pipings. The M1910 officers’ and enlisted
men’s Cuirassier field tunics, both introduced 23 Feb
1910, followed the M1910/M1908 patterns, with 
regimental-colour pipings (officers, no cuff or collar
pipings); white/regimental-colour/field-grey Cuirassier
braid on the collar, front and cuffs; white (Lifegds, grey)
shoulder board underlay or regimental-colour/white
shoulder strap piping. Officers of Lifeguards and
Cuirassier Guards had long silver Guards braids on the
collar on rectangular regimental-colour patches
(enlisted men, white braids, no patch), repeated on the
cuffs with regimental-colour bottom cuff piping. The
back flaps, and skirt and shoulder-strap pipings, were

temporarily omitted 3 March–16 July 1915. Natural
leather thigh boots were worn, then M1908 cavalry
riding boots from 6 Dec 1914. The M1903 officers’
greatcoat had a dark blue collar (1 & 8, white piping;
Lifegds, white collar piped red; Cuirassier Gds, red).
The M1909 mounted enlisted men’s greatcoat had 
regimental-colour collar patches. 

The two Saxon Heavy Cavalry regiments (1, 2) 
wore M1908 mounted field tunics (int. 13 July 1908).
The field caps had light blue crown and band pipings;
there was no collar piping, regimental-colour/light
blue shoulder strap pipings, and gold-plated/dull brass
buttons. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had a light blue
collar piped white, the M1909 enlisted men’s coat 
field-grey collar patches piped white for the 1st and
black velvet for the 2nd Regiment. The two Bavarian
Heavy Cavalry regiments (1, 2) had Bavarian infantry
uniforms, but the M1909 heavy cavalry field tunic 
had Swedish cuffs and (2nd Regt) gold-plated/dull
brass buttons. On 4 Sept 1914 green regimental
numbers were added to the cover of the M1895
Infantry spiked helmet. 

Dragoons 
The 28 regular (1, 2 Gds; 1-26) and ten Reserve (Gds, 1-
8, Württemberg) Dragoon regiments wore the 
tall infantry-style black leather M1860 spiked 
helmet with a plain M1892 cover. Field caps had 
regimental-colour crown pipings and bands (22, red
crown and band pipings, black band). The M1910
officers’ and M1908 enlisted men’s mounted field 
tunic had regimental-colour pipings and shoulder
board underlay (13-16, white collar and cuff pipings; 19,
white strap piping/silver underlay; 22, red and black
piping/underlay). Eleven regiments (1 Gds, 1, 2, 7-9,
11, 13, 14, 17, 25) had gold-plated/dull brass buttons.
The officers of the six Guards regiments (1 & 2 Gds, 17
& 18 Mecklenburg, 23 Hesse, 25 Württemberg) wore
double silver Guards braids on rectangular light blue
collar patches (23, dark green) with regimental piping;
enlisted men wore white (1 Gds & 17, yellow) braids
with red centre-threads (18, black), and cuff braids 
with regimental-colour bottom cuff pipings. The 
M1903 officers’ greatcoat had a regimental-colour
collar, the M1909 enlisted men’s coat regimental-colour
collar patches. 

Hussars 
There were 21 regular (LifeGd Hus; 1-20) and nine
Reserve (1, 2, 4-9, Saxon) regiments, including Saxon
18-20 and Reserve regiments, wearing a distinctive
Hungarian-style uniform. They wore the M1866

Two Unteroffiziere of Lancers wearing the M1908 enlisted
men’s field uniform of their branch, late 1914; note plastron
front and square-cornered stand collar. (Friedrich Herrmann
Memorial Collection)34
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officers’ blackened seal-fur cylindrical Kolpak busby (26
May 1912, grey possum-fur; 17, black bear-fur) and the
enlisted men’s blackened seal-fur equivalent; in the
field the hanging bag and cap cords were omitted. Oval
velvet state cockades edged silver were worn (enlisted
men, cloth, no edging), and nickel-silver regimental
scroll cap badges (Lifegd Hussars, 1, 7, 15, 17, 18 with
additional badges); silver-plated (enlisted men, nickel-
silver) scaled chin straps attached to a large imperial
cockade (17, omitted) on the right side. The field-grey
cover (not worn by officers with grey possum-fur
busbies) had a slit to show the state cockade and, from
28 June 1915, for the chin scales; from 15 Aug 1914,
green regimental numbers (1 & 2, ‘L’). Field caps 
had regimental-colour bands; lemon-yellow, white or
golden- yellow crown and band pipings, and a second
upper band piping in a contrasting colour.

The M1909 Hussar officers’ field-grey Attila field
tunic (int. 22 Nov 1909) had grey woollen plaited cord
piping intermixed with black (Saxony, green) threads
on the turn-over collar, front, skirt, back seams, back
skirts, concealed waist pockets, and tops and seams of
the pointed cuffs. It also formed five chest braids with
grey toggle buttons. Field officers had special silver
shoulder boards with state colour threads. The M1909
Hussar enlisted men’s tunic (int. 22 Nov 1909) had an
upright collar and concealed waist pockets with
diagonal buttoned flaps, and grey woollen plaited cord
piping, omitting the pockets and forming a Hungarian
cuff knot. The regimental-colour wool subalterns’
shoulder boards (Lifegd Hussars, added base-knots)
with white or yellow threads were worn with black horn
buttons. NCOs had silver (Lifegd Hussars, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10,
17, 18 – gold) collar and cuff braids; and Lifeguard
Hussars had an extra field-grey collar and cuff braid 35

edged lemon-yellow and red, worn below any NCO
braid. The simplified Hussar field tunic, prescribed 3
March–16 July 1915, omitted the cuff, back and skirt
cord piping, and had a deep plain turn-back cuff. The
leather (16 March 1915, cloth) reinforced field grey
Hussar breeches had field-grey silk (enlisted men, wool)
braid along the outseams and seat (Lifegd Hussars,
lemon-yellow and red edging). The natural leather
Hussar boots had V-shaped tops with gold/silver-plated
rosettes (enlisted men, looped edging); M1908 cavalry
riding boots were prescribed from 6 Dec 1914. The
officers’ greatcoat had a regimental-colour collar and
field tunic shoulder boards. The enlisted men’s
greatcoat had a regimental-colour collar, plain shoulder
straps in a second regimental colour (Saxony, field-
grey), with ciphers (8, 13, 15; Saxony, red regimental
number piped white; 18, piped yellow), and collar
patches in the second regimental colour.

Lancers
In 1914 there were 26 regular (1-3 Gds; 1-21; 1, 2 Bav)
and eight Reserve (Gds, 1-6, Saxon) regiments,
including four Saxon regiments (17, 18, 21, Reserve).
They wore the M1894 officers’ and enlisted men’s
black-painted leather Lancer helmet modelled on the
Polish czapka, with a flat rectangular crown. The Saxon
helmet was slightly rounder. The M1894 green-grey
helmet cover had a slit to show the state cockade, and
from 28 June 1915 for the chin-strap; from 15 Aug 1914
it bore green regimental numbers. Field caps had 
regimental-colour crown piping and bands (12, white
crown and upper band piping). 

The M1910 Lancer officers’ field tunic (int. 28 Feb
1910) and M1908 enlisted men’s equivalent (int. 16
March 1908) were mounted field tunics restyled to

Trench warfare on the Western
Front made mounted cavalry
redundant; from Nov 1914 the
troopers were increasingly used
as trench infantry, losing their
horses to the rapidly expanding
field artillery but retaining their
cavalry uniforms and traditions.
These two lancers in a slit 
trench in northern France, 
Oct 1914, both wear M1908
uniform – note rear sleeve 
seam piping – with the 
distinctive M1894 leather 
czapka and cover. The weapon 
is the Karabiner 98 cavalry
carbine. Their isolation and 
lack of field equipment suggest 
a carefully posed shot. 
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resemble the Polish ulanka. They had regimental-
colour pipings and shoulder board underlays, and
silver-plated (enlisted men, nickel-silver) buttons. 
The tunic had a piped standing (Bavaria, turn-over)
collar, and piped skirt; and for enlisted men piped
pear-shaped (Saxony, rectangular pointed) shoulder
straps. Second regimental-coloured shoulder board
underlay/strap piping was worn by nine regiments (1
Gds, 1, 3-5, 7, 8, 12 & 16). There was a piped, scalloped
breast flap (Bavaria, piping omitted on the left side),
with two rows of six breast buttons and two on the
collar bones; concealed waist pockets with diagonal
(enlisted men, buttoned) flaps; piping along the rear
sleeve and back seams; widely spaced (Bavaria,
narrowly) piped three-button back flaps with pointed
corners (Bavaria, rounded); two back buttons; and
Polish cuffs (pointed with one button) with top and
seam piping. Two regiments (12 & 16) had white
breast flap, sleeve seam and back seam piping. Buttons
were silver-plated/nickel-silver, but 13 regiments (2
Gds, 1-4, 9-12, 17, 18, 21, 1 Bav) had gold-plated/dull
brass buttons. Officers (1-3 Gds, 19) wore double
silver Guards braids on regimental-coloured collar
patches (1 Gds, white), enlisted men white (2 Gds,
yellow), with regimental-colour centre-threads; all36

ranks had white (2 Gds, yellow) cuff braids with 
regimental-coloured centre-threads, and bottom cuff
piping. The simplified Lancer tunic of 3 March–16
July 1915 discontinued the sleeve seam and back seam
pipings, skirt piping (retained in Saxony) and the
back flaps; while 12 March–28 July 1915, Bavaria also
introduced plain Swedish cuffs without buttons or
piping. The officers’ greatcoat had a dark blue collar
(12, 15, white piping; Bavaria, dark green; Saxony,
light blue, piped white). The enlisted men’s greatcoat
had regimental-colour collar patches (12, 16, light
blue; Saxony, field-grey piped).

Light Horse
There were 13 regular regiments (1-13) and one
Reserve regiment (1st) of Prussian Light Horse. On 5
March 1908 the grey-green ‘Light Infantry’ colour was
adopted for the Cuirassier-style uniforms. The 1st-7th
Regts wore the M1905 officers’ Cuirassier-style helmet,
8th-13th Regts the M1860 Dragoon helmet; the M1892
grey-green helmet cover showed the green regimental
number from 15 Aug 1914. The grey-green field caps
had lemon-yellow crown and band pipings and light
green bands.

The M1910 officers’ and enlisted men’s grey-green
field tunics, both introduced 23 Feb 1910, had a light
green standing collar and Swedish cuffs, and concealed
waist pockets with external buttoned diagonal flaps.
There was light green piping on the front, skirt, cuff
top and seam, and on the three-button scalloped 
back flaps; light green shoulder board underlay and 
regimental-colour inner underlay (enlisted men, light
green straps with regimental-colour piping). Buttons
for all ranks were nickel-silver (8-13, dull brass). The
collar and cuffs had 3.3mm wide camelhair braid 
with regimental-colour/yellow/light green stripes. The

A gun crew of the newly-formed 26th Heavy Artillery Bn
practise gun drill with their 15cm field howitzer under 
the watchful eye of the Unteroffizier gun commander
(second left), summer 1915. They are wearing M1907 
Heavy Artillery field uniform, the black-piped Brandenburg
cuff patches distinguishing them from Field Artillery. Note
the minimal field equipment worn by gun crews in action.
The 15cm howitzer equipped 50 per cent of the Heavy
Artillery, with two guns to each battery. Note that 
projectile and propellant are being loaded separately.
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M1908 grey-green breeches, introduced 14 Apr 1908,
lost the light green piping on 12 Dec 1911. From 15
Aug 1913 the 1st-6th Regts had light natural leather,
and the 7th-13th dark brown accoutrements, including
the thigh boots, replaced on 6 Dec 1914 by M1908
cavalry riding boots. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat 
had a light green collar; the M1909 mounted enlisted
men’s greatcoat, light green collar patches. 

The eight regular (1-8) and three Reserve (1, 5, 6)
Bavarian Light Horse regiments wore the Bavarian
heavy cavalry helmet, and field caps with regimental
crown piping and bands. The M1909 field tunic (int. 10
July 1909) was the Bavarian Lancer pattern with a 
turn-over collar; pointed shoulder straps; Swedish 
cuffs; regimental-colour collar, skirt, shoulder strap,
cuff, breast flap and back flap pipings (but none 
on sleeve seams or back seams). Buttons were silver-
plated/nickel-silver (1, 3, 5, 7 – gold-plated/dull brass).
The skirt piping was abolished, and deep turn-back
cuffs introduced, 12 March–28 July 1915. The officers’
greatcoat had a very dark green collar, the enlisted
men’s regimental-colour collar patches.

ARTILLERY 
This branch included 153 Field Artillery regiments (1-
7 Gds; 1-246 series), 11 independent battalions, 67
Reserve regiments, 7 Landwehr batteries, and 8 
battalions plus about 50 batteries of Landsturm
artillery. The artillery wore the Line Infantry M1910
officers’ and M1907 enlisted men’s field-grey uniforms.
The M1895 Infantry (Bavaria, M1879 Cavalry) helmet
was worn with a ball replacing the spike. The field caps
had a black velvet (enlisted men, cloth) band and red
crown and band piping. 

The M1910 officers’ (int. 23 Feb 1910) and M1907
enlisted men’s field tunics (int. 23 Sept 1907) had
Swedish (12, 28, 32, 48, 64, 68, 77, 78, 115, 245, 246) or
Saxon (Saxony) cuffs and gold-plated/dull brass
buttons and shoulder board/strap buttons with a crown
(Bavaria, lion). There was black piping to the collar,
cuffs and back flaps, and red front piping, with 
corps-colour (Bavaria & Saxony, red) shoulder board
underlay/strap piping. Guards officers (1-7 Gds, 25)
had double silver Guards (6 & 7, Old Prussian) braids
on regimental-colour collar patches (1 Gds, red piping),
and regimental-colour shoulder board underlay/strap
piping. Enlisted men wore yellow braids with black (25,

Although this soldier resembles an infantryman, his
Swedish cuff and field equipment identify him as a Pionier
of the 14th Baden Engineer Bn, assigned to 14th Corps 
but used as the cadre for divisional engineer companies.
This sapper wears the M1907 engineer enlisted men’s
uniform with obsolete blackened leather M1888 pouches,
though he carries a Gewehr 98. An M1897 engineers’ 
long spade is strapped to the left side of his backpack.
(Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection) 37
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white) centre-threads; and all ranks, yellow cuff braids
with black bottom cuff piping. Gunners wore M1907
trousers with red piping; from 28 March 1915, breeches
without piping; drivers, M1908 mounted enlisted men’s
reinforced breeches, unpiped; and M1908 cavalry riding
boots. Officers wore the M1903 officers’ greatcoat with
a dark blue (Saxony, dark green) collar piped red;
gunners, the M1908 Infantry (drivers, M1909 Mounted)
enlisted men’s greatcoat with black collar patches (25,
61, red piping; Saxony, field-grey, piped black). Enlisted
men carried the M1887 (Bavaria, M1868) artillery
backpack; and all ranks were armed with the ‘long-bar-
relled’ P08 or the M1896 7.63mm Mauser C96 pistols. 

From Oct 1914 the Mountain Artillery formed 15
batteries (1-15), organised Dec 1914 into five battalions
(1-5). They wore standard field artillery uniforms, the
Württemberg batteries (7, 13) adopting 10 Apr 1915
the mountain cap and Litewka with black collar piping
and shoulder strap insignia. From 18 May 1915 the four
Bavarian batteries (7-8, 10, 12) wore the mountain cap
with red (22 May 1915, black) crown piping and a
yellow flaming grenade badge on the left side.

Ordnance Zeug officers, senior NCOs and TQMSs –
artillery armourers – wore Field Artillery uniforms 
with black velvet piping and shoulder board underlays
(NCOs, red outer & black inner strap piping). Artificer
(Feuerwerker) officers, senior NCOs and TQMSs –
responsible for artillery ammunition – added a gold-
plated ‘F’ to their shoulder boards/straps. 

Twenty-five Heavy Artillery regiments (Gds, 1-20, 1-
3 Bav) were formed including two Saxon (12, 13); 21
independent battalions and 480 batteries were formed
from 1915; there were also 25 Reserve regiments and
three battalions, 30 Landwehr and 23 Landsturm 
battalions. The field tunics had Brandenburg cuffs
piped black (12, 19, Saxon cuffs, back flaps and black
skirt piping); and white shoulder board underlay/strap
piping. Guards officers had double silver braids on
black velvet collar patches piped lemon-yellow; enlisted
men, yellow braids with black centre-threads; all ranks,
yellow cuff braids with black bottom cuff piping. 

TECHNICAL TROOPS
Thirty-five Engineer battalions (Gds, 1-20, 1-4 Bav),
including two Saxon (12, 13) were formed 2 Aug 1914,
and nine were soon expanded to regiments. Another
121 Reserve engineer companies (1, 2 Res Coy Gds Eng,
1-30, 1-4 Bav; 43-55, 75-91, 1-21 Bav) were formed up to
July 1915, plus about 50 each Landwehr and Landsturm
companies. Engineers wore the Artillery M1910
officers’ and M1907 enlisted men’s field-grey uniforms.
From 17 Aug 1914 the M1892 cover on the M1895
Infantry spiked helmet showed green regiment or 
battalion numbers. The M1910 officers’ (int. 23 Feb
1910) and M1907 enlisted men’s (int. 19 Apr 1907)
field tunics had silver-plated or nickel-silver buttons,
and red shoulder board underlay/strap piping. Saxon38

officers wore shoulder boards without the enlisted
men’s pick and spade badge. Engineer Guards wore
double silver Guards braids on black velvet collar
patches piped red; enlisted men, white braids with 
black centre-threads; all ranks, white cuff braids 
with black bottom cuff piping. M1910 officers’ breeches
and enlisted men’s trousers had red piping. Engineers
carried strapped to the backpack the M1897 ‘M96 
large excavation pack’, comprising a long spade, axe,
hatchet, pickaxe and wire-cutters.

Fortress Engineer Ingenieur officers supervised 
fortifications, wearing black velvet rhomboidal collar
patches piped red (Bavaria & Saxony, omitted), and in
Prussia gold-plated Engineer Inspection shoulder
board numbers (I-IV). They were assisted by Fortress
Construction officers, officer candidates and NCOs
wearing Ordnance uniforms with silver-plated buttons
and gold-plated ‘FBO’ on the shoulder boards (officer
candidates, ‘FBF’ on the straps; NCOs, no insignia). 

With the commencement of trench warfare in Dec
1914 the Germans quickly seized the initiative,
organising 207 Mortar Battalions (Gds Hvy & Lt, 1-278
series; 1-9. 25, 401-404 Bav)to reinforce key sectors of
the line, thus giving the Engineer branch a real
offensive capability. The 25cm heavy mortar was
operated by 87 Heavy Battalions; the 17cm mortar by
three Medium Bns; and the 7.6cm by 117 Light
Battalions. Mortar units wore the number of the parent
Engineer battalion on shoulder boards/straps. Early 
in 1915 individual battalions manufactured oval 
field-grey, black or dark blue arm patches with red 
or white (Bavaria, blue & white) edging and ‘SMW’
(heavy), ‘MMW’ (medium) or ‘LMW’ (light) above 
the battalion number. 

Communications Troops wore the Engineer M1910
officers’ and M1907 enlisted men’s field-grey uniforms,
usually with the M1895 shako. Enlisted men wore
natural leather M1888 ammunition pouches and
carried the Karabiner 98 rifle.

Railway Troops were organised into three railway
regiments (1-3) and two battalions (4, Bav). They wore
the M1895 Infantry spiked helmet, and from 17 Aug
1914 the M1892 cover showed the green unit number.
The M1910 officers’ (int. 23 Feb 1910) and M1908
enlisted men’s (int. 29 Sept 1908) field tunics orig-
inally had red shoulder board underlay/strap piping,
but from 30 June 1911, light grey. Officers wore double
silver Guards braids on black velvet collar patches
piped red; enlisted men, white braids with black
centre-threads; all ranks, white cuff braids with 
black bottom cuff piping. The Bavarian Railway
Battalion did not wear collar or cuff braids or bottom
cuff piping.

On 2 Aug 1914 the nine Signals battalions (1-7, 1-2
Bav) were expanded to form 15 company-sized Army
Signals Bns, 27 Corps Bns, 27 Reserve Corps Bns and 11
Cavalry Division Battalions. From Aug 191 5, 519
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Infantry and Reserve Divisional Troops (1-519) were
formed. From 17 Aug 1914 the M1892 shako cover
showed the green battalion number. The M1910
officers’ (int. 23 Feb 1910) and M1909 enlisted
men’s(int. 29 Jan 1909) field tunics had, from 30 June
1911, light grey shoulder board underlay/strap piping.
Saxon units (7) wore the Saxon cuff, skirt piping and
back flaps. Officers (1, 1 & 2 Bav) wore double 
silver Guards braids on black velvet collar patches 
piped red; enlisted men, white braids with black centre-
threads; all ranks, white cuff braids with black bottom
cuff piping. From 2 Aug 1914 the signals battalions
wore on the left sleeve of the field tunic and greatcoat
yellow chainstitch insignia on a red cloth oval (Saxony,
red on field-grey): ‘T’ (Gds Corps, Gds Res Corps);
‘T’/Roman number (corps and Reserve corps); or
‘F’/Arabic number (divisions).

The Air Corps comprised Airship Troops, formed
1901, deploying Zeppelin airships for reconnaissance
and bombing and static balloons for artillery spotting;
and Flying Troops, formed 1 Dec 1912, flying recon-
naissance and later fighter aircraft. Five airship
battalions (1-5) were expanded 2 Aug 1914 to form 
24 Airship Units and 24 Static Balloon Bns, while the
five Flying Bns (1-4, Bav) formed 34 company-sized
Flying and nine Fortress Flying Bns , the latter becoming
Flying Bns from Dec 1914. From 15 Aug 1914 the M1892
shako cover showed the green battalion number. The
M1910 officers’ (int. 23 Feb 1910) and M1909 enlisted
men’s (int. 10 Aug 1909) field tunics had, from 30 June
1911, light grey shoulder board underlay/strap piping
and, from 24 Apr 1914, a gold-plated (enlisted men, red

cloth) propeller badge; Flying Troops officers had an
inner regiment-colour underlay. Officers of 1 & 2
Airship Bns and all Flying Troops wore double silver
Guards braids on black velvet collar patches piped 
red; enlisted men, one (Bavarian, double) white Guards
braid with black centre-threads; all ranks, white cuff
braids with black bottom cuff-piping (Bavaria, omitted). 

From 30 June 1911, NCO helmsmen and mechanics
wore the Guards braid, black cloth shoulder straps with
an officers’ gold-plated ‘L’; and on the left upper sleeve
a white silk embroidered ship’s wheel or propeller on 
a black cloth oval piped red. From 5 Feb 1914 Flying 
Bns wore on the left sleeve of the field tunic and
greatcoat a red chain-stitch battalion number (Fortress
Flying Bns, ‘F’/bn number; Bavaria, ‘F’) on a light grey 
cloth oval. From 11 Dec 1913 flying personnel were
equipped with the M1913 flying helmet in pressed 
field-grey leather, and Motor Transport Corps uniform
items, such as the Litewka (with a white Guards braid on
the collar patch and field tunic insignia on the shoulder
straps), leather breeches and fur greatcoat.

Motor Transport Troops were organised into
company-sized army, corps and divisional motor
columns. They wore the M1895 spiked helmet (Bavaria,
M1895 shako) with a plain M1892 cover. The M1911
officers’ and enlisted men’s field tunics (int. 30 June
1911) had light grey shoulder board underlay/strap
piping. Officers wore double silver Guards braids on
black velvet collar patches piped red; enlisted men,
white braids with black centre-threads; all ranks, white
cuff braids with black bottom cuff piping (Bavaria, no
bottom piping). Enlisted men serving as vehicle drivers

A Signals Unteroffizier 
inspects the equipment of 
his sub-section. The men are
wearing the M1909 signals
enlisted men’s uniform but 
with the M1895 spiked helmet
instead of the regulation M1895
shako, and have obsolete 
M1888 pouches. The NCO’s 
lack of cuff braid is unexplained. 39
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Table 6: Rank Insignia of the German Army 
2 August 1914 – 20 September 1915

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

The insignia illustrated was worn on the officers’
M1910 field tunic, and the NCOs’ and Men’s M1907/8
field tunic. 
General-officers (1–5): large triple woven gold–silver
(with state colour threads

1
);  -gold wire shoulder-cords;

silver-plate batons, stars; red underlay not visible; gold-
plated buttons. (6): woven gold-black-silver-gold wire
shoulder cords; silver-plate pip and gold-plated aescu-
lapius staff and buttons; blue velvet underlay.
Field-officers (7–8): medium double woven silver wire
shoulder boards with state colour threads; gold-plated
stars and ciphers. (7): nickel buttons, white cloth
underlay. (8): silver buttons, red underlay. (9): woven
silver–state colour–silver wire shoulder-cords; gold-
plated snake and buttons; crimson velvet underlay.
Captains and subalterns (10–13): flat silver wire
shoulder boards with state colour threads; gold-plated
stars, ciphers, unit numbers, branch badges and
buttons. (10): red underlay. (11): white underlay. (12):
silver-plated buttons, blue inner, grey outer underlay.
(13): yellow underlay; field-grey collar and M1907 cuff
piped yellow, plain gold NCO collar and cuff braid,
large gold-plated state pattern collar button2. Bavarian
officer’s sword-knot.
Senior NCOs (14–16): field-grey collar, shoulder strap
and cuff; red piping, ciphers, unit numbers and branch
badges; gold-plated buttons; plain gold NCO collar
and cuff braid, large gold-plated pattern collar button.
State colour officer’s sword-knot. (14): gold-plated
cipher, plain gold NCO strap braid; silver and red
Guards braid, Württemberg sword-knot. (15): yellow
cipher, Saxon sword-knot. (16): black collar and cuff
piping, yellow strap piping, Prussian sword-knot.
Junior NCOs (17–18): field-grey collar, shoulder strap
and cuff; red piping, ciphers, unit numbers and branch
badges; gold-plated buttons; plain gold NCO collar
and cuff braid, large gold-plated pattern collar button.
State colour dismounted NCO bayonet-knot (sword-
strap for mounted troops). (17): M1909 grey collar and
cuff cords; flat dark blue shoulder boards with white
threads and silver cypher; plain silver NCO braid.
Prussian NCO sword-strap. (18): Simplified M1910
field tunic – greyish-green collar, shoulder strap and
cuff; green collar and strap piping; grey woollen 
collar and cuff NCO braid; plain turnback cuff with
NCO braid.
Men (19–21): field-grey collar, shoulder strap and cuff;
red piping, ciphers, unit numbers and branch badges;
gold-plated buttons; small gold-plated state pattern
collar button. State colour dismounted men’s bayonet-
knot (sword-strap for mounted troops). (19): white
shoulder-strap piping, black collar piping and cuff
piping; large gold-plated state pattern collar button;
state colour dismounted NCOs’ bayonet-knot. (20):
black collar piping and cuff piping, silver buttons.
Drawing by Darko Pavlovic 

1 Officers’ shoulder-board threads: Prussia – black;
Bavaria – light-blue; Saxony – green; Württemberg –
black-red; Hesse – red; Mecklenburg – blue-red-gold.
2 State pattern collar-buttons: Prussia – eagle; Bavaria
– lion; Saxony – coat of arms; Württemberg – coat of
arms; Hesse – crown & lion; Mecklenburg-Schwerin –
crown & badge; Mecklenburg-Strelitz – crown. 

40
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wore the M1907 black leather driving uniform, 
comprising a sheepskin peaked cap with a black leather
chin strap, red crown and band pipings and cockades.
The black calfskin Litewka tunic had internal waist
pockets with squared flaps, a dark blue cloth collar, a
white zinc car motif on black cloth rhomboidal collar
patches piped red, two rows of six nickel-silver buttons,
and light grey leather shoulder straps. Black calfskin
trousers were piped red. The M1912 uniform (int. 8 July
1912) had virtually the same style cap; the tunic had
buttoned waist pocket flaps, field tunic back flaps, and
dull brass collar patch badges; leather riding breeches
with black leather leggings and ankleboots. There were
also the M1907 waterproof black drill summer tunic and
trousers; blue drill overalls; double-breasted M1912
black leather greatcoat with dark blue cloth collar and
Litewka collar patches; and a black cloth winter
greatcoat lined with sheepskin. Motorcycle battalions,
formed from 23 Sept 1914, wore the same uniform 
with, from Aug 1915, a dull brass motorcycle collar
patch badge. 

On 2 Aug 1914 the 25 regular corps Supply
battalions (Gds, 1-21, 1-3 Bav)were each reorganised
into six company-sized supply, seven horse transport and
two field bakery columns, and two mounted depots.
These units were also organised for 25 Reserve corps
(Gds, 1, 3-10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 22-27, 38-41, 1 Bav), and 24
independent infantry divisions in the 50-123 series
(Bavaria, 10 & 11), formed March–Oct 1915. They wore
the M1895 spiked helmet and from 17 Aug 1914 the
M1892 cover showed green corps/divisional numbers.
Officers wore the M1910 officers’ peaked field cap,
drivers the M1908 enlisted men’s field-grey peaked field-
cap (int. 28 Feb 1908), both with light blue crown

piping and band. The M1910 officers’ (int. 23 Feb 1910)
and M1908 enlisted men’s (int. 29 Sept 1908) field
tunics had light blue collar and cuff piping, red front
and back flap piping, gold-plated/dull brass buttons,
and light grey shoulder board underlay/strap piping.
Guards and Guards Reserve officers wore double silver
Guards braids on light blue collar patches; enlisted
men, white braids with light blue centre-threads; all

This sturdy signaller wears the M1909 uniform; his 
field cap has the black cloth band of several technical
branches. He is carrying a field telephone and climbing
rope and has a slung Gewehr 98.

KEY TO TABLE 6 opposite:
1 Generalfeldmarschall 
2 Generaloberst mit dem Range eines 

Generalfeldmarschalls 
3 Generaloberst 
4 General der Infanterie 
5 Generalleutnant 
6 Obergeneralarzt – Medical (Generalmajor)
7 Oberst – Prussian Infantry (1 Foot Guard Regt) 
8 Oberstleutnant – Saxon Infantry (100 Life-Gren. Regt)
9 Oberstabsveterinär – Hesse Veterinary (Major)

10 Rittmeister – Bavarian Cavalry (2 Heavy Cav. Regt) 
(Hauptmann) 

11 Oberleutnant – Saxon Cavalry (17 Lancer Regt)
12 Leutnant – Prussian Air Corps (4 Bn)
13 Feldwebelleutnant – Bavarian Infantry 

(6 Landwehr Regt)
14 Offizierstellvertreter – Württemberg Infantry 

(119 Gren. Regt)
15 Etatsmäßiger Feldwebel – Saxon Infantry (104 Inf. Regt)
16 Vizewachtmeister – Bavarian Field Artillery (2 Regt)
17 Sergeant – Prussian Cavalry (15 Hussar Regt)
18 Oberjäger – Prussian Light Infantry (1 Bn) (Unteroffizier)
19 Obergefreiter – Saxon Heavy Artillery (12 Regt) 
20 Gefreiter – Prussian Engineers (3 Battalion)
21 Musketier – Prussian Infantry (201 Reserve Regt) 41
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officers and 75 Supply Corps personnel manned each
company-sized army, corps and divisional horse
hospital. They also supervised the unit farriers.
Veterinary officers wore the M1895 Infantry helmet
and a plain M1892 cover. The M1910 officers’ field 
cap had crimson crown piping and a black band. The
M1910 officers’ field tunic (int. 21 March 1910) had
Swedish cuffs, black collar and cuff piping; crimson
front and back flap piping; black rhomboidal collar
patches piped crimson, and gold-plated buttons. Saxon
officers wore Saxon skirt piping and back flaps. The
shoulder boards had crimson underlay; field officers
had silver/state colour/silver braids; captains and 
subalterns, crimson (Saxony, green) piping between
the flat silver braids. The M1910 officers’ field-grey
breeches had crimson piping; the M1903 officers’
greatcoat, a blue collar piped crimson.

Miscellaneous units
On 2 Aug 1914 untrained Landsturm personnel formed
Labour battalions and were assigned to each fortress
town, wearing civilian clothing with a white company
armband on the left upper sleeve. Many battalions con-
tinued to work in the newly occupied Belgian, French
and Russian territories, and from 13 Feb 1915 these and
new battalions were formed into 219 ‘Reinforcement’
Armierungs battalions (1-200, 1-19 Bav). They wore the
white drill fatigue uniform but also obsolete enlisted
men’s uniform items worn by the Landsturm: M1867
peakless field caps; M1895 field tunics or M1903 grey
Litewkas with, from 10 Apr 1915, a white battalion
armband; black greatcoats, and M1895 black trousers.
They carried a rucksack, M1887 breadbag and M1893
water bottle and a woollen blanket. NCOs were armed;
men carried only a long-handled spade.

The Military Police Feldgendarmerie comprised
seconded cavalry personnel (lowest rank Gefreiter) and
seconded Oberwachtmeister and Obergendarmen of
the Prussian Rural Police (Landgendarmerie). There

ranks, white cuff braids with light blue bottom cuff
piping. Enlisted men wore M1908 field-grey riding
breeches without piping. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat
had a dark blue (Saxony, blue, piped red) collar; the
M1909 mounted enlisted men’s greatcoat had light blue
collar patches (Saxony, field-grey piped light blue). 

Medical and Veterinary Corps
Two to six Medical Corps officers were attached to each
regiment and independent battalion, nine to a medical
company and six to a field hospital. They wore the
M1895 Infantry helmet with a plain M1892 cover The
M1910 officers’ field cap had red crown piping and a
blue (Bavaria, light blue) band. General officers wore
the M1910 general officers’ field uniform with double
gold wire Guards braids on blue (Bavaria, light blue)
rhomboidal collar patches piped red, and shoulder
boards with gold/blue/silver-gold braids and blue
velvet underlay. Other officers wore the M1910 officers’
field tunic (int. 23 Feb 1910) with Swedish cuffs, and
blue collar and cuff piping; red front and back flap
piping; blue (Bavaria, light blue) rhomboidal collar
patches piped red; and gold-plated buttons. Shoulder
boards had a blue underlay; field officers had
silver/state colour (Mecklenburg, blue)/silver braids;
captains and subalterns had blue (Mecklenburg,
crimson) piping between the flat silver braids. The
M1914 officers’ gold braid belt (int. 26 Feb 1914) had
two blue silk stripes and a gold-plated state buckle. The
Red Cross armband was worn on the left upper sleeve
in the field. The M1910 officers’ field-grey breeches
had red piping. The M1903 officers’ greatcoat had a
blue collar piped red (Bavaria, no piping).

Each corps and Reserve corps had one to three
Medical Companies, each including nine medical
NCOs, 245 bearers, 8 orderlies and 37 Supply Corps
drivers. There were also about 12 company-sized field
hospitals per corps, and 146 Reserve field hospitals, 
each including 15 medical enlisted men, 14 orderlies 
and 22 Supply Corps drivers. Bearers and orderlies 
wore Infantry M1909 enlisted men’s uniforms (int. 6 
Feb 1909), and M1908 enlisted men’s field grey peaked
field caps with crimson crown piping and band in place
of the spiked helmet. Bearers had crimson shoulder 
straps, orderlies dark blue shoulder-straps piped blue, 
all with a yellow Roman corps number or Arabic 
independent divisional number. Guards Corps per-
sonnel wore Swedish cuffs, bearers adding double
(NCOs, single) white Guards collar braids with red
centre-threads, and white cuff braids with red bottom
cuff piping. The M1909 mounted enlisted men’s
greatcoat had from 11 Jan 1910 red (Saxony, field-grey,
piped red) collar patches. 

The officer-only Veterinary Corps assigned three 
to five officers to each cavalry regiment, four to an
artillery regiment, one to a supply mounted depot and
one to a signals battalion. From early 1915 veterinary42
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were 115 MP battalions, each with two to three 60-man
companies, under a captain (Rittmeister), attached to
corps staff. They wore the dark green Prussian Rural
Police uniform. The black leather M1860 Dragoon
(Saxony, M1895 Infantry) helmet had a plain cover. The
officers’ peaked field cap had red crown and band
piping and a light blue band. The M1889 officers’ field
tunic had light blue standing collar with square corners,
piped red, with 7.1cm double gold Guards braids; gold-
plated buttons; red front and back flap piping; light
blue Swedish cuffs piped red with gold Guards braids;
shoulder boards with dark green underlay and silver
epaulette slides. The M1889 enlisted mens’ tunic had
rounded collar corners, one 7.1cm yellow camelhair
Guards braid with dark blue centre-threads (repeated
on the cuffs); and dark green shoulder straps piped 
red. NCO rank insignia were as the Army, but
Oberwachtmeister had two cuff braids and
Obergendarmen a 1.2cm yellow shoulder loop. All
ranks wore dark blue breeches (Bavaria, black-blue;
Saxon officers, black, piped red). The officers’ light
grey greatcoat had a dark green collar piped red; the
mounted enlisted mens’ greatcoat, light blue collar
patches and dark green shoulder straps piped red. On
duty officers wore a silver-plated (Saxony, polished
sheet iron) gorget and chain with the state badge:
Prussia, eagle; Bavaria, coat of arms with lions’ heads in
the two corners; Saxony, coat of arms; Württemberg,

coat of arms. Enlisted men wore a polished nickel-silver
gorget with the MP’s dull brass Arabic personal number
above the Roman corps number (Reserve corps added
‘R’), and in each corner the state badge (Bavaria, lion’s
head; Saxony, crowned coat of arms in wreath). 

RANKS & RANK INSIGNIA
General officers and field officers wore M1866 (captains
and subalterns, M1888) shoulder boards on the M1910
field tunic, M1903 Litewka and M1903 greatcoat (see

Men of a Supply Corps divisional
column stop for a midday meal
as they follow their 1st Army
division to Brussels, Aug 1914.
They are wearing M1908 Supply
Corps uniform with M1888
blackened leather pouches; 
note the M1908 enlisted men’s
field-grey peaked field cap 
worn by wagon drivers; and 
the waist belt with sword 
supporting strap worn by 
the senior NCO (third right).

OPPOSITE Infantry being taken to the front in a 
Motor Transport Corps lorry. (Friedrich Herrmann 
Memorial Collection)

This stretcher-bearer from a divisional medical company 
is wearing the M1908 Medical Corps field uniform; his
M1908 field-grey peaked field cap has crimson crown
piping and band, and the simplified M1915 field tunic 
has plain crimson shoulder straps with yellow divisional
numbers. He has the Red Cross left armband and carries a
71/84 bayonet. (Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection) 43
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THE PLATES
A: FULL DRESS UNIFORM, JULY 1914
A1: Major, Gardes du Corps; Berlin
Formed in 1740 as the royal bodyguard, this was Germany’s
senior regiment. This major wears the Cuirassier parade
uniform with the M1899 helmet with parade eagle; M1814
cuirass; M1842 white tunic (Koller) with red regimental-
colour facings, and M1865 thigh boots. The regiment fought
in Belgium and on the Aisne, and from July 1915 on the
Eastern Front in Poland, Latvia and Ukraine. 
A2: Etatsmäßiger Feldwebel, 6th Bavarian
Infantry Regiment ‘Kaiser William, King of
Prussia’; Amberg
This company sergeant major (nicknamed ‘der Spieß’ – ‘the
spear’) wears the walking-out uniform in Bavarian light blue
with Brandenburg cuffs, Bavarian infantry bright red facings
and pipings, and 3rd Bavarian Corps lemon-yellow cuff
patch piping. He has the M1896 officers’ peaked cap;
M1895 tunic with the CSM’s double cuff rings; the senior
NCOs’ blackened leather belt with external suspender
straps for the officers’ sword, and officers’ sword knot. Note
the M1894 Bavarian pattern Level 6 marksman’s aiguillette. 
A3: Einjährig-Freiwilliger Gefreiter, 3rd
Grenadier Regiment ‘King Frederick William I’
(2nd East Prussian); Königsberg
This Prussian ‘one-year volunteer’ performing 12 months’
voluntary military service (a scheme cancelled from 3 Oct
1914), is presenting arms while wearing the ‘guard order’ of
dress. His M1895 leather helmet has the Guards eagle
badge and scaled chin strap worn in peacetime. The M1895
tunic has Brandenburg cuffs, Guards collar and cuff braids,
and 1st Corps shoulder straps with Prussian Volunteer extra
piping. He has the 1st Company’s white bayonet knot, 1st 
or 2nd Battalion white belt and supporting straps, and the
M1895 ‘Emperor’s Badge’ arm badge won by 1st Company
in 1913 for marksmanship. He also has the M1894 Level 2
marksman’s aiguillette. 

B: BELGIUM, AUGUST 1914
B1: Obergefreiter, 2nd Battalion, 20th
‘Lauenberg’ Heavy Artil lery Regiment; Liège
This Prussian gunner displays the large state-pattern collar
button of an obsolete rank, retained since 21 Apr 1853 by
the artillery for a senior gun crew member. He wears the
M1907 enlisted mens’ field uniform, with the peakless field
cap; his field tunic – also illustrated from the rear – has Heavy
Artillery facings and pipings and Brandenburg cuffs. Gun
crews usually laid aside field equipment when in action, for
ease of movement.
B2: Oberleutnant, 3rd Grenadier Guards Regiment
‘Queen Elizabeth’; River Sambre
This platoon commander from the 2nd Guards Division wears
the M1910 infantry officers’ field uniform. The field tunic has
Brandenburg cuffs, infantry red piping, regimental-colour
collar patches, and Guards collar and cuff braids with the extra
Guard bottom cuff piping. His subaltern’s field equipment
comprises the officers’ backpack, binocular case, map case,
and P08 pistol in a hard-shell holster. He still has the con-
spicuous officers’ braid belt and impractical M1889 infantry
officers’ sword. Note the plain helmet cover worn by Guards
units; and the 1914 Iron Cross 2nd Class button ribbon.44

Table 6). Six regular officers were promoted field
marshal: Bülow, von der Goltz, Eichhorn, Hindenburg,
Mackensen and Woyrsch. 

Enlisted men wore rank insignia on the collar,
shoulder straps and cuffs of the M1907-1909 field
tunics and simplified field tunic. On 1 Jan 1915 the
conspicuous and expensive gold and silver NCO collar,
cuff and shoulder strap edging braid was replaced by
yellow or white woollen braid (Bavaria, grey woollen
braid edged white), which was extended to the whole
Army from 17 Aug 1915. The Feldwebel wore three
yellow M1915 yellow/white braid chevrons on the
upper left sleeve of the simplified field tunic in place of
the double cuff rings. Enlisted men wore collar rank
insignia only on the M1884, M1893, M1900 and M1903
enlisted mens’ Litewka, the Feldwebel adding the
sleeve chevrons.

On the M1908 greatcoat NCOs wore one
(Feldwebel, two) 7mm wide white braid (Württemberg,
red/black on red patches; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, yellow)
with a state colour centre-stripe at the back of the collar
patch. State colours were: Bavaria, light blue; Saxony,
green; Württemberg, red/black on red patches; 
Hesse & Mecklenburg-Schwerin, blue/yellow/red;
Mecklenburg-Strelitz, blue and red mixed; Prussia and
other states, black. The braid was worn above
(Feldwebel, above and below) the Guards or Old
Prussian braids of Guards units. Gefreite wore their
rank button on the underside of the collar, only visible
when the collar was turned up. Following the abolition
of collar patches 20 Jan 1915, NCO collar braids
appeared on the collar in the same position as on non-
Guards collar patches. Fortress Construction NCOs (25
years’ seniority) and TQMSs (ten years’ seniority) wore
a silver shoulder strap loop. 

Special unit insignia
From 24 Jan 1901 three former Hanoverian units –
73rd and 79th Fusilier Regiments and 10th Light
Infantry Battalion – wore a blue woollen cuff band
bearing GIBRALTAR embroidered in yellow thread, on
the left lower sleeve of field tunics and greatcoats, to
commemorate the Anglo-Hanoverian defence of
Gibraltar 1779–83. Five other regiments wore small
commemorative badges between the cockades of the
peaked and peakless fieldcaps. The 2nd Dragoons wore
a bright brass ‘Dragoon eagle’ (awarded 17 March
1861); 1st and 2nd Life Hussars, a nickel-silver skull
resting on crossbones; Brunswick 92nd Infantry and
17th Hussars, a nickel-silver skull minus the lower jaw,
above crossbones. 
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M1895 backpack is obscured by the M1892 shelter-quarter
strapped to it.
C: FRANCE, SEPTEMBER 1914
C1: Generalmajor, 13th Reserve Infantry
Brigade; River Ourcq
This Prussian brigade commander is wearing the M1910
general officers’ field tunic, with deep turn-back cuffs, breast
pockets, and M1900 collar patches. He carries a P08 pistol
in a hard-shell holster, with civilian binoculars and case. 
C2: Soldat, 139th Infantry Regiment; River Aisne
The 13th (MG) Company of an infantry regiment had six
MG08 heavy machine guns. This Saxon private wears the
M1907 enlisted mens’ field uniform; his field cap has the
Saxon band cockade and his tunic has Saxon distinctions –
cuffs, infantry red skirt piping and rounded back flaps. He
has the MG crewman’s grey woollen gloves, M1908 brown
sailcloth rucksack and P08 pistol and, as a 4th or 5th Gunner,
a pre-1914 pattern MG drag strap.
C3: Vizewachtmeister, 8th Bavarian Field
Artillery Regiment ‘Prince Henry of Bavaria’; 
St Mihiel
A sergeant wore senior NCOs’ field equipment and officers’
sword knot with lance-sergeant’s rank insignia. This
Bavarian NCO, assisting the battery sergeant major, wears
the M1907 enlisted mens’ field uniform with M1910 officers’
field cap and Bavarian cap cockade. His tunic has Swedish
cuffs, and shoulder straps with lemon-yellow piping (3rd
Bavarian Corps) and a regimental number without the
Prussian grenade badge. He carries the artilleryman’s 
long-barrelled P08 pistol; a bayonet with Bavarian officers’
sword knot (having discarded the impractical sword); and
civilian binoculars.

D: WESTERN FRONT, AUTUMN 1914
D1: Offiziersstellvertreter, 14th Hussar
Regiment ‘Landgrave Frederick II of Hesse-
Homburg’ (2nd Kurhessen); Hazebrouck,
October 1914 
This senior NCO, temporarily appointed subaltern platoon
commander, wears the M1909 Hussar enlisted mens’ field
uniform. The busby cover, with green regimental number,
has a slit to reveal the Prussian cockade. The tunic has field-
grey braids with button-colour NCOs’ collar and cuff braids
and Offiziersstellvertreter shoulder board braid. He has 
reinforced breeches and shows button-colour Hussar 
braid on the enlisted mens’ riding boots. He carries the
M1889 Cavalry sword with officers’ knot, P08 pistol 
and binoculars.
D2: Leutnant, 24th Reserve Light Infantry
Battalion; Langemarck, October 1914
Organised like the Line Infantry, the few Jäger battalions
enjoyed great prestige, underlined by distinctive uniform
details. This officer wears the M1910 field uniform in 
grey-green in place of field-grey, with light green piping. The
shako cover allowed the Prussian cockade and officers’
chin scales to be shown. The infantry subalterns’ field
equipment includes an obsolete Reichs-Commissions 
M91 revolver in a cutaway holster; civilian binoculars; a
transparent-fronted map case slung around the neck; 
and the traditional Prussian and Saxon light infantry badger-
fur backpack. 45

The Kaiser’s heir, Crown Prince Wilhelm (1882–1951),
wearing the M1910 parade uniform of a lieutenant-colonel
of the 2nd Cuirassier Regiment in 1914. The M1895 
gold-plated regimental gorget commemorated the Prussian
victory against Austria and Saxony at Hohenfriedberg in
1745. With his high stand-up collar and tightly tailored
tunic Wilhelm symbolizes the elegant but purposeful
Prussian cavalry officer. He commanded 5th Army 
(Aug 1914–Dec 1916) and the Crown Prince Army 
Group (Aug 1915–Nov 1918) as a figurehead, his 
chief-of-staff acting as the real commander.

B3: Musketier, 48th Infantry Regiment ‘Von
Stülpnagel’ (5th Brandenburg); Mons
This infantryman, armed with the Gewehr 98 rifle, wears 
the M1907 infantry enlisted mens’ field uniform with 
junior NCOs’ and mens’ field equipment. His helmet cover
still shows the regimental number. The field tunic has
Brandenburg cuffs and infantry red piping; the shoulder
straps bear white 3rd Corps piping and distinctive 
yellow regimental numbers. Field equipment includes the
bayonet and bayonet knot (in the colours of the 10th
Company, 3rd Battalion), strapped to the M98 short 
spade and frog to prevent the bayonet swinging; M1909
ammunition pouches, and M1893 water bottle. The 
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D3: Gefreiter Adolf Hitler, 16th Bavarian Reserve
Infantry Regiment; Ypres, November 1914
Hitler served as a volunteer with 6th Bavarian Reserve
Division, as a regimental runner (messenger) in Artois.
Refusing NCO rank, he would receive a bronze 
Wound Badge and four bravery awards: Iron Cross 1st and
2nd Class, Bavarian Military Cross 3rd Class with swords,
and a Regimental Certificate. Heavily moustached, he
wears the M1907 enlisted mens’ field uniform with 
the M1908 greatcoat, the shoulder straps piped in the
parent regiment corps colour. The collar, with the enlisted
mens’ infantry red patches, is turned up to reveal his 
rank button. His kit includes the M1912 despatch case, 
and his helmet cover number (‘R16’) has been removed for
security reasons.

E: FRANCE, SPRING 1915
E1: Feldwebelleutnant, 119th Landwehr
Regiment; Hartmannswillerkopf, January 1915
In 1914 many Landwehr were still wearing obsolete
uniforms, and I-III Bns/119th Regt wore black greatcoats,
blue Litewkas and black M1895 trousers. This later and 

more conventionally dressed commissioned second 
lieutenant wears a sergeant’s uniform with an enlisted 
mens’ greatcoat, although entitled to an officers’ greatcoat
with enlisted mens’ grey collar; Prussian NCOs’ collar
patches with black and white braid up the rear edge; second 
lieutenant’s shoulder boards with the parent regiment’s
yellow underlay; and a plain leather belt. He also has 
other subaltern officer’s items: M1892 spiked helmet and
M1914 cover with green Landwehr ‘L’ and regimental
number; and field equipment, including an M91 revolver 
and civilian binoculars. He wields an M1874 spade for
trench fighting.
E2: Stabsarzt, 20th Medical Company; Neuve
Chapelle, March 1915
This company commander wears the M1910 officers’ field
uniform with medical dark blue (‘cornflower blue’) plain collar
patches and piping. The shoulder boards have a dark blue
inner piping and underlay and a gold-plated Aesculapius
badge (repeated on the buckle of the gold and dark blue
M1914 medical officers’ belt). He has his regulation P08
pistol and Geneva Cross armband and, unofficially, carries a
medical enlisted mens’ one-litre water bottle and cup.
E3: Unteroffizier, 60th Infantry Regiment
‘Margrave Charles’ (7th Brandenburg); 
Woëvre, April 1915
This section commander wears the M1908 enlisted mens’
infantry field uniform with the regimental number omitted
from his M1914 helmet cover for security reasons. The ‘sim-
plified field tunic’, issued March to July 1915, has plain
turn-back cuffs (here with gold woollen NCO braid), no back
flaps, and shoulder straps without piping (int. Jan 1915). He
has field grey puttees and M1914 ankleboots; and rifleman’s
field equipment, with 9th Company bayonet knot.

F: FRANCE, SPRING/SUMMER 1915
F1: Oberstleutnant, General Staff, 6th Bavarian
Infantry Division; Aubers Ridge, May 1915
General Staff officers were highly professional strategists,
entitled to overrule even an army commander when 
necessary. This lieutenant-colonel displays the Pour le
Mérite (the Prussian equivalent of the Victoria Cross) on a
neck ribbon, the Iron Cross 1st Class on his breast and the
2nd Class buttonhole ribbon. His M1910 Bavarian general
staff officers’ field uniform has the M1896 Bavarian infantry
helmet (normally general staff wore the Dragoon helmet);
plain crimson collar patches, crimson breeches piping and
stripes, and the traditional conspicuous adjutant’s sash in
Bavarian light blue and silver. 
F2: Vizefeldwebel, 21st Flying Battalion; Vimy
Ridge, June 1915
This sergeant observer has just returned from a recon-
naissance flight. He wears the M1909 enlisted mens’ field
uniform with M1914 shoulder straps, Guards braids, black
and red piping, and battalion arm badge. He has the M1913
Motor Transport Corps crash-helmet and black M1912
sheepskin-lined greatcoat, M1913 goggles, has qualified for
the M1914 Observer’s Badge and has been awarded the Iron
Cross 2nd Class.
F3: Pionier, 47th Heavy Mortar Battalion;
Argonne Forest, June 1915
This mortar crewman is wearing the M1907 engineer
enlisted mens’ field uniform with the simplified tunic. The

Two regimental machine gun crews await a Russian 
attack on a defensive line in the Masurian Lakes region 
of southern East Prussia, Oct 1914. Most wear the M1907
greatcoat – note the regulation plain red collar patches,
bottom centre. Their commanding position, sweeping the
wired slopes below, makes it easy to understand the 
huge Russian losses suffered on this front. 

46
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parent battalion, the 16th Engineers, is indicated by the
shoulder strap number and the style of mortar arm badge –
red ‘S/MW/47’ and edging on dark blue. Other units had red
or white on field-grey or black, with state-colour or no
edging. He carries a stick hand grenade and M98 cavalry
carbine. When not in use he keeps his M1915 gasmask in 
his breadbag or in a jam tin slung around his neck.

G: EASTERN FRONT, 1914
G1: Musketier, 1st Landsturm Battalion
Deutsch Eylau; Tannenberg, August 1914
German domestic propaganda idealized the elderly, patriot-
ically determined Landsturm home guards, who were also
deployed as occupation troops. This infantryman wears 
the M1813 oilcloth cap with brass Prussian Landwehr cross.
His M1903 Litewka has collar patches identifying the parent
brigade, 75th Infantry Brigade (Osterode – Ostroda, Poland),
and he wears M1895 infantry field trousers. He has a
rucksack, M1887 breadbag, M1895 ammunition pouches,
and is armed with the 48.8in-long 7.92mm M1888 Gewehr
88 with the 23.5in M1871 bayonet.
G2: Oberfahnenschmied, 10th Dragoon
Regiment ‘King Albert of Saxony’ (East
Prussian); First Battle of Masurian Lakes,
September 1914
This lance-sergeant, supervising the squadron’s farriers,
wears the M1860 Dragoon helmet with M1892 cover. The
M1908 mounted enlisted mens’ field tunic has a stand-up
collar, white regimental piping, and silver NCOs’ collar and
cuff braid. He has his double horseshoe farrier’s badge 
on his left lower sleeve. He has an NCO’s P08 pistol, and
carries M1890 cavalry saddle/pack bags instead of the
infantry backpack.
G3: Unteroffizier, Fusilier Guards Regiment;
Lodz, November 1914
This infantry section commander is wearing the M1907
enlisted mens’ field uniform, M1895 helmet with 
M1892 grey-green cover, and M1908 grey greatcoat 
with lemon-yellow regimental shoulder strap piping. His
field equipment, for junior NCOs and men, comprises
M1895 calfskin backpack, M1892 red-brown shelter-
quarter, M1910 messtin. M1909 waist belt and supporting 
straps hold the M1909 ammunition pouches on the 
front hips; the M1898 bayonet for the Gewehr 98 rifle has 
a knot in the colours of the 4th Company, 1st Battalion; 
it is frogged to the belt and secured to the carrier of 
the M98 ‘short spade’. The M1893 water bottle is clipped 
to the M1914 cotton breadbag. All leather was natural 
light brown. 

H: EASTERN FRONT, 1915
H1: Oberleutnant, 38th Reserve Signals
Battalion; Second Battle of Masurian Lakes,
February 1915
This Prussian signals officer wears the M1910 officers’
peaked field cap with a black velvet band and red piping.
His M1903 officers’ light grey greatcoat has a dark blue 
collar piped red, and silver buttons. The shoulder boards
have light grey underlay, and bear the gold-plated number
of the parent regular signals battalion, ‘T/6’. Under the coat
his field tunic would display this Reserve battalion’s left
sleeve badge: yellow stitched ‘F/38’ on a red cloth oval.
Note that he still wears the braid waist belt. 

H2: Obergendarm, Military Po lice Brigade;
Warsaw, August 1915
This military police NCO wears the M1860 Dragoon 
helmet with M1914 cover. His M1889 dark green Police
tunic has gold NCO collar and cuff edging braid and 
Guards Litzen braids. His MP gorget bears his personal
number ‘84’ above ‘XX’ for 20th Corps; and as a seconded
Prussian Rural Police lance-sergeant he wears yellow
shoulder strap loops. He carries a P08 pistol and a Prussian
cavalry sword. 
H3: Ulan, 2nd Guards Lancer Regiment; Vilnius,
September 1915
This lancer wears the M1908 mounted enlisted mens’ 
field uniform. His M1894 helmet has a grey-green cover
(without a unit number for Guards). The M1908 tunic 
has dull brass regimental buttons and red piping, and
Guards collar and cuff braids. He wears the cavalry-pattern
supporting Y-straps, with M1909 ammunition pouches, 
and carries the enlisted mens’ Prussian sabre. The M1893
steel lance had a pennant for Prussian ranks below NCO.

Two soldiers wearing civilian sheepskin coats on the
Eastern Front in winter 1914/15. These were normally 
worn over the regulation greatcoat, and did not carry
military insignia. These two sentries carry cavalry 
carbines, and wear M1907 enlisted mens’ field caps,
apparently without the upper imperial cockade. 
(Friedrich Herrmann Memorial Collection)
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